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The Dr. Granito Award

Fire Protection Publications (FPP) and the International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management (IFSJLM) headquartered on the campus of Oklahoma State University (OSU) are proud to announce the creation of the Dr. John Granito Award for Excellence in Fire Leadership and Management Research (the Dr. Granito Award). The award will be presented at the IFSJLM Research Symposium that supports the Journal held annually in July at the IFSTA Validation Conference. The award honors Dr. John Granito. John has been one of the premier fire and public safety consultants in the United States. Just a few of his many Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Services research projects include: Oklahoma State University-Fire Protection Publications Line of Duty Death Reduction project (3 years); Centaur National Study (3 years); Research Triangle Institute/National Fire Protection Association/International City/County Management Association project (4 years); Fire Department Analysis Project (FIREDAP) of the Urban Fire Forum (13 years); Combination Department Leadership project, University of Maryland, Maryland Fire & Rescue Institute (4 years); Worcester Polytechnic/International Association of Fire Fighters/International Association of Fire Chiefs/National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health Fire Ground Performance Study (5 years); and Retired Vice President for Public Service and External Affairs at SUNY Binghamton, which is consistently ranked in the top public universities by U.S. News and World Report. John has published numerous articles, chapters, and technical papers, served as co-editor of the 2002 book published by the International City/County Management Association entitled, Managing Fire and Rescue Service, and is a Section Editor of the NFPA® 2008 Fire Protection Handbook. Dr. Granito was the first recipient of the award that honors him and his service to the fire service and to academia. Each year the recipient of the Dr. Granito Award presents the Keynote Address at the annual IFSJLM Research Symposium. The Keynote Address is subsequently published as the lead article in the following year’s volume of the IFSJLM.

Nomination Form

Fire Protection Publications (FPP) and the International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management (IFSJLM) headquartered on the campus of Oklahoma State University (OSU) are accepting nominations for the Dr. John Granito Award for Excellence in Fire Leadership and Management Research (the Dr. Granito Award). The award is presented at the Research Symposium that supports the International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management (IFSJLM) held annually in July at the IFSTA Validation Conference.

The nominee should have made a significant contribution to the advancement of fire leadership and management through his/her scholarly/academic writing. The Dr. Granito Award is not necessarily a life-time achievement award, although such individuals certainly should be in a prominent position to be nominated. The nominee can be a person who, although early in their career as a practitioner/scholar or academic, has made a seminal contribution to the fire leadership and management literature.

To nominate an individual for the Dr. Granito Award, please submit by 15 November of the current year: (1) this form (or a copy of it), (2) no more than a one-page single-spaced letter explaining why you believe the person is deserving of the award, and (3) a copy of the nominee’s resume or curriculum vitae. Please send required materials in hard copy to: Dr. Granito Award, C/O Dr. Robert E. England, Founding Editor, International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management, P. O. Box 720846, Norman, Oklahoma 73070. Or, if you prefer, scan and complete the nomination form and send all materials electronically to: bob.england@okstate.edu.

I nominate __________________________________________ for the Dr. John Granito Award for Excellence in Fire Leadership and Management Research. To support the nomination, I have included a letter of recommendation and a resume or curriculum vitae (CV) of the nominee. (A nomination is not accepted without the supporting letter and resume/CV.)

Nominator Name: ____________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Zip/Postcode: __________________________________________________________________

Contact Information:

Telephone: __________________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________________
Welcome to this special “Highlights” edition of IFSJLM. In order to celebrate the publication of Volume 10 of the Red Journal, we decided to offer a compilation of the Dr. John Granito Award for Excellence in Fire Leadership and Management Keynote Addresses presented at the Research Symposium held annually in July at the International Fire Service Training Association Validation Conference.

The “Granito Award” honors Dr. John Granito, one of the premier fire and public safety consultants in the United States. John served in a number of academic positions for almost 30 years, including 16 years at the State University of New York at Binghamton. In 2008 (at Research Symposium 2008, but published in 2009 in Volume 3 of the IFSJLM), Dr. Granito was the first recipient of the award. The title of his presentation was aptly entitled, “The Value of Research to Fire-Rescue Officers.”

This Volume 10 of the IFSJLM includes seven previously published Granito Award Keynote Addresses (found in Volumes 3 to Volume 9) and one previously unpublished Keynote Address presented at Research Symposium 2015 by Dr. Denise Smith. The 2016 Granito Keynote Address presented this past July by Dr. Sara A. Jahnke will appear as the lead article in Volume 11 of the International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management scheduled for release in September or October of 2017.

We hope you enjoy this “Highlights” Volume 10 of IFSJLM.
The Value of Research to Fire-Rescue Officers

Introduction

The intent of this paper is twofold: (1) to present to senior fire/rescue officers and other fire-service officials a few thoughts concerning the value of additional and more rigorous research in the areas of management and leadership and (2) to comment on how research can contribute significantly to professionalization and better public protection. Over the years, most fire-service research has focused on technical issues and field operations, an example being widespread concern over the most effective tactics for combating high-rise fires. Yet, a high percentage of the challenges today are created and driven by economic and social issues rather than a lack of technology or engineering. While technical advancements may ease certain of the economic and social problems that fire/rescue organizations face, more effective management and more inspiring leadership certainly are necessary if the required levels of community-service delivery are to continue across our nation, provided by viable fire/rescue departments.

It is, perhaps, this challenge of continuing viability for fire/rescue departments that cries the loudest for more skilled and sensitive management and for more forthright and vigorous leadership. I believe that the International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management and the annual recognition of worthy researchers will contribute greatly to meeting the needs I describe. I mean to strongly encourage both experienced and newer researchers to contribute the reports of their inquiries on an ongoing basis. The Journal fills an important need, one that is not filled by any other fire-service publication, and its support by the College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology of Oklahoma State University (OSU) and OSU’s Fire Protection Publications (FPP) unit is commendable.

Note that I have attempted to distinguish between the conduct of research and the reporting of that research. We need both very much, since unreported research obviously has very limited benefit. Simply think of the vast service provided by publications such as the New England Journal of Medicine or the Journal of the American Medical Association or the United Kingdom’s (UK’s) The Lancet. My hope is that our Journal, with your efforts, will go on to provide practitioners with a similar high level of research coverage.

Some Needed Types of Research

Research often is defined as studious inquiry and examination to discover new or revised knowledge. It occurs to me that the following types of research are among those needed to serve as the foundation for improved fire-service management and leadership:

- **The identification and application of findings in a variety of disciplines such as political science, sociology, psychology, statistics, organizational behavior, economics, and business management that have useful transferability** — Examples are the adoption by the fire service from economics of special-service cost transferability to the private sector, such as hazardous materials response charges, and the provision of critical incident stress debriefing by trained psychologists.

- **The transfer of computer applications to enhance information management, and thus fire/rescue officer decision making** — An example is the sorting of response data to identify the daily volume of simultaneous alarms that would affect Emergency Medical Services (EMS) response capacity with existing resources — the New Orleans post-Katrina project.

- **Controlled research projects that examine historical data or that generate new data in order to draw conclusions concerning service delivery** — Examples are code-enforcement progress in retail, warehouse, high-rise, and other occupancies contrasted with numbers of inspectors — the KPMG/MMA Chicago study, and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA®) Fire Department Analysis Project (FireDAP).

- **Research projects that test conventional wisdom or that seek to learn firefighter and other perceptions of accepted practice** — Examples are found in the OSU, Department of Energy (DOE), New York City/Anchorage, and DOE National Laboratories studies that seek to discover accurate and useful understandings of organizational safety climate.

- **Large scale, broad-based examinations of both historical data and current findings in order to establish benchmarks and improvement steps** — Examples are the International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) Fire Fighter Injury Study, the OSU Line-of-Duty Deaths (LODD) Database Reduction through Best Practices Phase 1 Project, and the ongoing
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-IAFF-International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)-Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE)-Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) Project on Response System Design.

- Research conducted to satisfy cognitive curiosity, remembering Robert Oppenheimer’s statement that “… the deep things in science are not found because they are useful; they are found because it was possible to find them.” (as quoted in Rhodes, 1988, p. 11) — One great value of curious findings, of course, is that they provide springboards or stepping stones to functionality for the next researcher.

- Reviews of relevant literature, but with the necessary addition of new concepts stemming from a rethinking or a re-juxtapositioning of existing knowledge.

What Research is Not

Like true love or a junior aerial, research may be described best by what it is not. Research is not any of the following:

- The exposition of “How I did it.” While these may add to your repertoire, situational leadership tells us, as Heraclitus pointed out, that you can’t stick your toe in the same river twice.

- “Lessons learned” unless presented in a highly formalized and sophisticated way, with eminent transferability.

- A compilation of close-call descriptions, although these could lead to a useful research construct.

- A description of what the writer might believe to be the best way to handle a given situation, although these descriptions may stimulate thought.

- The arrangement of data in order to demonstrate that what you already believe is correct.

- An article that recites or summarizes existing knowledge learned by the writer in a recent college class.

- An autobiography, no matter how exciting and well written.

Earmarks to Consider

What, then, are some earmarks of sound and useful research? Consider the following items:

- Research that leads to an unbiased extension of what is already part of a formal body of knowledge, generally widely accepted by practitioners

- New or extended knowledge that makes sense in real-world operations or that leads to acceptance after testing by practitioners

- Controlled experiments that test null hypotheses

- Research that recognizes variables and controls for them

- Research that has a large enough sample size (N) to have reasonable validity or that sets a framework for continued trials with larger populations

- Research that recognizes that a stratified or select population limits conclusions

- Research that, if it concludes that additional study is needed, at least provides a sample structure and process framework for consideration

- Research that, if grounded in statistics, uses the proper treatment of data. Dave McCormack often pointed out that statistically speaking the average man has fewer than two arms, yet shirt manufacturers never use that statistic.

The Value of Research to the Profession

Fire and rescue officers and officials, whether career or volunteer, will benefit from membership in a recognized profession; but for fire/rescue officerhip to become a recognized profession, a sufficient research endeavor is necessary. The basis for professionalization of the fire-service management discipline must, of course, consist of several additional key elements in addition to a healthy research component. Some of these elements will be mentioned later in this article.

It appears doubtful that those outside our interest area (which likely is considered by many to be an occupational specialty rather than a “profession”) will view us as a recognizable profession until we can demonstrate to their satisfaction that we really do “know what we’re doing.” I judge that a body of knowledge specific to the effective and efficient management of community protection is required for that demonstration. Of course, I am not proposing that we attempt to emulate physicians. I do, though, believe that our “profession” has a considerable distance to go before it will no longer be whipsawed by numerous municipal administrators and voters who have little confidence in our resource requests and other judgments. To measure our current professional impact, simply consider where we are with widespread sprinkler legislation, for example, or with code-improvement requests or with minimum staffing standards.

Simply stated, services that are perceived by the public as being conducted and delivered by professionals typically are better supported than those that are not. Even worse, I note with chagrin that my neighbors accept with no question the recommendations of our local plumber, but pay little attention to the FIREWISE
material distributed by our local fire department. I hope you will agree that there are distinct advantages to professionalization.

**The Earmarks of a Profession**

Professions are often defined as callings requiring specialized knowledge, intensive and frequently long preparation including instruction in skills and methods, in addition to having a body of scientific, historical, or scholarly principles underlying the skills and methods. High standards of achievement and conduct plus continuing education are required and scrutinized by peers. The type of work generally has the rendering of public service as its prime purpose. Earmarks typically include the following items:

- A distinct and contributing body of knowledge that is ever-enlarging and being tested
- A body of relevant literature that contains the required body of specialized knowledge, which is growing, and which conveys that knowledge to practitioners through written, graphic, oral, and other means
- Focused and continuing study with recognized certifications
- A formalized research program with the distribution of research findings
- Maintenance and scrutiny of practitioner standards, and policing by professional associations using a quality-assurance program
- Clearly identified professional organizations with provisions for continuing education
- A strong focus on improved public service

To carry the concept of professionalism to our own field of interest, several key questions should be posed. These questions include whether a profession can include the categories of supervisor, manager, administrator, and leader, and whether all workers—career or volunteer—necessarily have to be professionals? The statement sometimes voiced by career firefighters that, “I’m a professional firefighter” has, of course, a different meaning and intent. However, it does seem reasonable to assume that the full range of department officers, given the right circumstances, can be professionals, although not all persons in a given field need to be. Part of the difficulty in dealing with these questions has to do with the changing definition of the word *profession*. While historically the *learned professions* have been identified as theology, law, and medicine, we now have many “subprofessions” in the health field, for example, and many thousands who would term themselves as health professionals who are not physicians.

For discussion purposes, this article will consider fire/rescue officers as belonging to a “specialty” in order to test how close the specialty is to having the characteristics of a widely recognized profession. As a hurdle to professionalization, consider that some members of the specialty may have the following deficiencies:

- May not be certified
- May not have a demonstrated mastery of the body of knowledge and skills required
- May not function well, or at all, as a supervisor, manager, or leader
- May not have had formal training
- May not be aware of shortcomings in knowledge and skills
- May not be aware of best operational practices
- May evidence obvious managerial and leadership failures

We know, however, that a high percentage of specialty members (career and volunteer) are certified, well trained, knowledgeable, and skilled in the specialty and keep well abreast of the most up-to-date information. Unfortunately, there still exist many fire/rescue departments (both career and volunteer) where chief-level officers are not selected on merit, and so we have a pronounced slope on the “where do we stand” graph. I believe it is important to note that without rigorous and on-going research efforts, plus the widespread dissemination of findings to practitioners, widely recognized professionalization cannot be achieved.

**The Professional Status of Fire/Rescue Officers**

Despite the distance some officers appear to be from professional status, there are many positive vectors present in the specialty and a significantly high and growing number of officers who are as “professional” as one can get at this time in the specialty. Without question, many would say (and I would hesitate to argue) that they do belong to a profession. I add only that the necessary research and dissemination programs are only now beginning to appear.

We do have certification, accreditation, and a fully operational Center for Public Safety Excellence. We have strong and effective professional associations and organizations such as IAFC, IAFF, NFPA®, and others, and we have had for some time fully accredited college-level degree programs. There is an overarching federal organization — United States Fire Administration (USFA) — with a national training academy, plus related programs with a recommended curriculum. We have various categories of “professional qualifications” plus a standardized testing program. We have bodies of knowledge well published as training documents — although mostly related to technical and field operations. We do, indeed, have much that contributes to professionalization. But as the old show tune asks, “What ain’t we got?” Well, we don’t have a very active and productive research program that visibly
contributes to the practice of management and leadership. Fortunately, however, we now have an academically based refereed journal that stimulates research, publishes peer-reviewed research articles, and has the potential for widely based distribution of those articles. Further, it brings together both experienced and newer researchers for an annual symposium.

I expect that through the good work of the researchers here today and others, the Journal will serve an expanded and much-needed role in our nation as the UK publications do there. Good management and leadership research provides clarity, confirmation or denial; newer and more productive ways of viewing challenges; and a springboard to obtaining local answers.

If I were to title an article about today’s typical chief officer, I think I’d borrow the one William Moore used as a book title in 1971, Blind Man on a Freeway; or perhaps I’d lean toward Wendell Johnson’s 1946 book, People in Quandaries. Anyway, here is my list of a few of today’s challenges that cry for some genuine research in administration and leadership:

- Discovering methodologies to use in functional consolidation, merging, and combining
- Identifying operational-performance measures
- Determining response-crew staffing requirements
- Managing and leading combination departments
- Maintaining effective volunteerism
- Identifying results of combining fire and police services
- Preparing and presenting viable long-range plans
- Downsizing methodologies
- Managing growth
- Creating and maintaining productive labor-management relations
- Creating and then managing diversity
- Adding to the service-delivery package
- Creating a safety-oriented organizational climate
- Building and using an information-management system
- Creating a meritocracy in testing and promotions
- Entering and surviving the political process
- Organizing and managing a fire-based EMS delivery organization
- Increasing department income options
- Leading emergency management and military officials
- Managing a Balkanized fire/rescue service
- Maintaining personal growth and development
- Assigning resources effectively
- Avoiding legal and related traps
- Creating and maintaining firefighter wellness

I close by emphasizing that both community fire protection and the fire/rescue organizations that provide these services are enhanced by professional leadership. Research is a vital component of professional vitality and viability, and America’s fire/rescue services need to be supported and strengthened by it. Our Journal — whose motto is “Building Theory to Impact Practice” — is the best stimulus for, and the most effective distributor of, those research findings. I encourage you as individuals, as students in higher education, as organizational leaders, as members of the Executive Fire Officer program, and as college and university faculty members to push your own and other research efforts in management and leadership and to use the Journal to its fullest.

Reference
LODD Reduction: Stories, Science, Statistics, and Solutions

...We’ve arranged a civilization in which most crucial elements profoundly depend on science and technology. We have also arranged things so that almost no one understands science and technology. This is a prescription for disaster. We might get away with it for a while, but sooner or later this combustible mixture of ignorance and power is going to blow up in our faces. Carl Sagan

This presentation about firefighter Line-of-Duty Deaths (LODDs) will ask and attempt to answer the following four questions surrounding LODDs:

1. We are all great at Stories, but how good are we at Science and Statistics?
2. What is federalism; what is devolution?
3. What has worked and what never does work?
4. What is the Solution; what are we all going to DO?

(Editor’s Note: Take the time to find an Internet connection and watch this short video. It provides an excellent context for Dr. Onieal’s presentation.)


How good are we at science and statistics? Mike Shermer showed you what is and is not science and explains the differences in a pretty funny way. We are not good scientists, and human beings are equally poor as intuitive statisticians. It is hard for us to discover the truth when we just do not ever figure the odds. It is common for people to believe that they have a good chance of winning the lottery, but at the same time believe they will not get into a vehicle accident because they are good drivers. On the face of it, the odds are in favor of the accident and against the lottery, but indeed people do think that way. Hope springs eternal.

In much the same way, people believe fire fighting LODDs occur because fire fighting is dangerous — that is the story; but the science and the statistics tell us that roughly 75 percent of the 100 or more annual LODDs are caused by firefighter-controlled behaviors. About 50 percent of the current LODDs are caused by heart-related events and 25 percent by vehicle accidents. Fires and other causes result in about 25 percent of the LODDs.

If you look at the science, the New England Journal of Medicine article by Dr. Stephanos Kales, et al. entitled “Emergency Duties and Deaths from Heart Disease Among Firefighters in the United States” identifies the following four personal cardiovascular risk factors in his analysis of LODDs:

1. Poor exercise tolerance
2. High prevalence of obesity and high cholesterol
3. Hypertension (often untreated)
4. Lack of regular periodic examinations

In this and another article in the American Journal of Cardiology, Kales identified the odds of a cardiac-related firefighter LODD as follows:

1. 40 percent of LODDs are caused by smokers who have heart attacks.
2. A LODD is:
   — 35 times greater for those with a known diagnosis of some form of heart disease
   — 12 times greater for those with hypertension
   — 6½ times greater for those more than 50 years old

Additional risk factors include obesity; and as a part of society, firefighters are not immune to this alarming trend. Obesity is defined as a Body-Mass Index (BMI) of over 30; a BMI of 25–30 is considered overweight. America’s growing obesity problem over the past 18 years is graphically demonstrated on the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) website: www.cdc.gov.

In research tangential to one of the Kales’ identified risk factors (regular periodic examinations), Walter Malo and John Delorio published their findings in the International Fire Service Journal of Leadership and Management, “Getting to the Heart of the Matter: Reducing Firefighter Line of Duty Deaths.” Their research found the following information:

- 64 percent of fire departments who responded to their survey required annual incumbent physicals.
- 22 percent of fire departments responding performed no periodic physicals.
- Of those departments that reported that they conducted physicals:
In the case of LODDs, my concern is that the efforts to reduce LODDs are becoming centralized rather than devolved and that the solutions are too far from the problems.

There are a number of activities associated with the attempt to reduce LODDs. The National Fallen Firefighters Foundation (NFFF) has embarked upon an ambitious program to reduce LODDs. The program was developed during a Firefighter Life Safety Summit held in Tampa, Florida, in March, 2004. The Summit produced 16 major initiatives that give the fire service a blueprint for making the necessary organizational changes to reduce LODDs. The work of the NFFF is remarkable — from helping the families of the fallen, to providing scholarships for their survivors, and then conducting the annual Memorial event each October.

While there is widespread recognition of their tremendous efforts, my concern is that the LODD reduction efforts are increasingly viewed as the responsibility of the NFFF rather than the responsibility of the individual or local fire department. In just about every conversation I have on campus (National Fire Academy), the Foundation is mentioned as being the impetus for,
or the solution to, the problem. The concern is that the LODD reduction effort is becoming centralized in the NFFF rather than decentralized to the local fire department where the problem is. Solutions there would have a much greater impact.

So, what are we going to DO? I believe that the LODD efforts must be devolved into local fire departments; the solutions must be placed closer to the problem. The NFFF must provide local fire chiefs the tools they need to reduce LODDs — heart attacks and vehicle accidents. NFPA® 1582 should be used and enforced by local fire departments if we are ever going to successfully deal with cardiac and obesity issues. The local fire chief should have model documents at her or his disposal to help enforce NFPA® 1582 along with model programs to help implement the standard. Fire department physicians should be as equally familiar with the standard as the fire chief.

The solution to 25 percent of the LODDs related to vehicle accidents is not rocket science. Mandatory seatbelt use and increased driver qualifications and training are the answers. One of the fire service’s best instructors happens to be a retired police officer, Gordon Graham. If you have never heard Gordon speak, do not miss the next opportunity. If you have heard him speak, then you are probably like me — whenever and wherever, I am in the audience.

One of the stories he tells is about truck accidents. He usually asks his audience to raise their hand if they have ever seen a vehicle accident involving a truck. Of course, every hand in the audience goes up. Then he asks if anyone has ever seen a truck accident involving a United Parcel Service (UPS) truck. In all his audiences, very few hands ever go up on that question, and frequently none are raised. Gordon goes into a great explanation as to why UPS is so successful at accident reduction — but there is no magic to it. It is careful screening and training, training, training. There are rules, everyone knows the rules and everyone knows that the rules are enforced. There are consequences for breaking the rules. There is no reason at all that the same cannot be done in the local fire department. What is rewarded is repeated; what is punished does not.

In closing, firefighter LODD reduction is not a gamble with the odds; it is not Las Vegas and it is not the jumbo lottery. It is science; it is data. We have talked it and PowerPointed it to death; now is the time for action. The science and the statistics are telling us to work with the best odds. The science and statistics are telling us that it is heart attacks and vehicle accidents that are causing 75 percent of the LODDs. The biggest impact on LODD reduction is in these two areas — and we control the variables!

If we are serious about LODD reduction, we must place the solution next to the problem — at the local level. The local fire chief is the most effective change agent and must have the tools, the models, the examples, and the best practices to implement NFPA® 1582 or an equivalent health and fitness program. If we are serious about reducing vehicle-related LODDs, the local fire chief must have model driver training programs, model safe driver and passenger policies, and examples of enforcement. It is time that we expose, rather than comfort and shield, officers who suffer and permit unsafe practices to flourish in their departments.

In closing, I want to once again recognize one of my heroes, Dr. John Granito for whom this award is named for all that he has done for America’s Fire and Emergency Services. We are all better because of Dr. Granito’s leadership and vision.
Service expectations placed on the fire service, including Emergency Medical Services (EMS), response to natural disasters, hazardous materials incidents, and acts of terrorism have steadily increased. However, local decision-makers are challenged to balance these community-service expectations with finite resources without a solid technical foundation for evaluating the impact of staffing and deployment decisions on the safety of the public and firefighters.

For the first time, this study investigates the effect of varying crew size, first-apparatus arrival time, and response time on firefighter safety, overall task completion, and interior residential tenability using realistic residential fires. This study is also unique because of the array of stakeholders and the caliber of technical experts involved. Additionally, the structure used in the field experiments included customized instrumentation; all related industry standards were followed, and robust research methods were used. The results and conclusions will directly inform the National Fire Protection Association® (NFPA®) 1710 Technical Committee, who is responsible for developing consensus industry-deployment standards.

This report presents the results of more than 60 laboratory and residential fireground experiments designed to quantify the effects of various fire department deployment configurations on the most common type of fire—a low-hazard residential structure fire. For the fireground experiments, a 2,000 ft² (186 m²), two-story residential structure was designed and built at the Montgomery County Public Safety Training Academy in Rockville, Maryland. Fire crews from Montgomery County, Maryland, and Fairfax County, Virginia, were deployed in response to live fires within this facility. In addition to systematically controlling for the arrival times of the first and subsequent fire apparatus, crew size was varied to consider two-, three-, four-, and five-person staffing. Each deployment performed a series of 22 tasks that were timed, while the thermal and toxic environments inside the structure were measured. Additional experiments with larger fuel loads as well as fire modeling produced additional insight. Report results quantify the effectiveness of crew size, first-due engine arrival time, and apparatus-arrival stagger on the duration and time to completion of the key 22 fireground tasks and the effect on occupant and firefighter safety.

Background

The fire service in the United States (U.S.) has a deservedly proud tradition of service to community and country dating back hundreds of years. As technology advances and the scope of service grows (e.g., more Emergency Medical Services [EMS] obligations and growing response to natural disasters, hazardous materials incidents, and acts of terrorism), the fire service remains committed to a core mission of protecting lives and property from the effects of fire.

Fire fighting is a dangerous business with substantial financial implications. In 2007, U.S. municipal fire departments responded to an estimated 1,557,500 fires. These fires killed 3,430 civilians (nonfirefighters) and contributed to 17,675 reported civilian fire injuries. Direct property damage was estimated at $14.6 billion dollars (Karter, 2008). In spite of the vigorous nationwide efforts to promote firefighter safety, the number of firefighter deaths has consistently remained tragically high. In both 2007 and 2008, the U.S. Fire Administration (USFA) reported 118 firefighter fatalities (USFA, 2008).
Although not all firefighter deaths occur on the fireground — accidents in vehicles and training fatalities add to the numbers — every statistical analysis of the fire problem in the United States identifies residential structure fires as a key component in firefighter and civilian deaths as well as direct property loss. Consequently, community planners and decision-makers need tools for optimally aligning resources with the service commitments needed for adequate protection of citizens.

Despite the magnitude of the fire problem in the United States, there are no scientifically based tools available to community and fire-service leaders to assess the effects of prevention, fixed sprinkler systems, fire-fighting equipment, or deployment and staffing decisions. Presently, community and fire-service leaders have a qualitative understanding of the effect of certain resource-allocation decisions. For example, a decision to double the number of firehouses, apparatus, and firefighters would likely result in a decrease in community fire losses, while cutting the number of firehouses, apparatus, and firefighters would likely yield an increase in the community fire losses, both human and property. However, decision-makers lack a sound basis for quantifying the total impact of enhanced fire resources on the number of firefighter and civilian lives saved and injuries prevented.

Studies on adequate deployment of resources are needed to enable fire departments, cities, counties, and fire districts to design an acceptable level of resource deployment based upon community risks and service-provision commitment. These studies will assist with strategic planning and municipal and state budget processes. Additionally, as research studies refine data-collection methods and measures, both subsequent research and improvements to resource-deployment models will have a sound scientific basis.

**Project Overview**

This project systematically studies deployment of fire-fighting resources and the subsequent effect on both firefighter safety and the ability to protect civilians and their property. It is intended to enable fire departments and city/county managers to make sound decisions regarding optimal resource allocation to meet service commitments using the results of scientifically based research. Specifically, the residential fireground experiments provide quantitative data on the effect of crew size, first-due engine arrival time, and subsequent apparatus stagger on time-to-task for critical steps in response and fire fighting.

The first phase of the multiphase project was an extensive survey of more than 400 career and combination fire departments in the United States with the objective of optimizing a fire service leader's capability to deploy resources to prevent or mitigate adverse events that occur in risk- and hazard-filled environments. The results of this survey are not documented in this report, which is limited to the experimental phase of the project, but they will constitute significant input into future applications of the data presented in this document.

This report describes the second phase of the project, divided into the following four parts:

- **Part 1** — Laboratory experiments to design the appropriate fuel packages to be used in the burn facility specially constructed for the research project
- **Part 2** — Field tests for critical time-to-task completion of key tasks in fire suppression
- **Part 3** — Field tests with real furniture (room and contents experiments)
- **Part 4** — Fire modeling to apply data gathered to slow-, medium-, and fast-growth-rate fires

The scope of this study is limited to understanding the relative influence of deployment variables on low-hazard, residential structure fires, similar in magnitude to the hazards described in National Fire Protection Association® (NFPA®) 1710, *Standard for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments*. The standard uses as a typical residential structure a 2,000 ft2 (186 m²) two-story, single-family dwelling with no basement and no exposures (nearby buildings or hazards such as stacked flammable materials).

The limitations of the study, such as firefighters’ advance knowledge of the facility constructed for this experiment, invariable number of apparatus, and lack of experiments in extreme temperatures or at night, will be discussed in a later section of this report. It should be noted that the applicability of the conclusions from this report to commercial structure fires, high-rise fires, outside fires, and response to hazardous material incidents, acts of terrorism, and natural disasters, or other technical responses has not been assessed and should not be extrapolated from this report.

**Literature Review**

Research to date has documented a consistent relationship between resources deployed and firefighter and civilian safety. Studies documenting engine- and ladder-crew performance in diverse simulated environments as well as actual responses show a basic relationship between apparatus staffing levels and a range of important performance variables and outcome measurements such as mean on-scene time, time-to-task completion, incidence of injury among fire-service personnel, and costs incurred as a result of on-scene injuries (Cushman, 1982; McManis Associates & John T. O’Hagan and Associates, 1984; Morrison, 1990; Phoenix [AZ] Fire Department, 1991).
Reports by fire-service officials and consulting associates reviewing fire suppression and emergency response by fire crews in U.S. cities were the first publications to describe the relationship between adequate staffing levels and response time, time to completion of various fireground tasks, overall effectiveness of fire suppression, and estimated value of property loss for a wide range of real and simulated environments. In 1980, the Columbus (OH) Fire Division’s report on firefighter effectiveness showed that for a predetermined number of personnel initially deployed to the scene of a fire, the proportion of incidents in which property loss exceeded $5,000 and horizontal fire spread of more than 25 ft² (2.3 m²) was significantly greater for crews whose numbers fell below the set thresholds of 15 total fireground personnel at residential fires and 23 at large-risk fires (Backoff, 1980). The following year, repeated live experiments at a one-family residential site using modern apparatus and equipment demonstrated that larger units performed tasks and accomplished knockdown more quickly, ultimately resulting in a lower percentage of loss attributable to factors controlled by the fire department. The authors of this article highlighted that the fire company is the fire department’s basic working unit and further emphasized the importance of establishing accurate and up-to-date performance measurements to help collect data and develop conclusive strategies to improve staffing and equipment utilization (Gerard & Jacobsen, 1981).

Subsequent reports from the USFA and several consulting firms continued to provide evidence for the effects of staffing on fire crews’ ability to complete tasks involved in fire suppression efficiently and effectively. Citing a series of tests conducted in 1977 by the Dallas (TX) Fire Department that measured the time it took three-, four-, and five-person teams to advance a line and put water on a simulated fire at the rear of the third floor of an old school, officials from the USFA underscored that time-to-task completion and final level of physical exhaustion for crews markedly improved not after any one threshold, but with the addition of each new team member. This report went on to outline the manner in which simulated tests exemplify a clear-cut means to record and analyze the resources initially deployed and finally utilized at fire scenes (National Fire Academy [NFA], 1981). A later publication detailing more Dallas (TX) Fire Department simulations — 91 runs each for a private residential fire, high-rise office fire, and apartment-house fire — showed again that increased staffing levels greatly enhanced the coordination and effectiveness of crews’ fire-suppression efforts during a finite time span (McManis Associates & John T. O’Hagan and Associates, 1984). Numerous studies of local departments have supported this conclusion using a diverse collection of data, including a report by the National Fire Academy (NFA) on fire-department staffing in smaller communities, which showed that a company crew staffed with four firefighters could perform rescue of potential victims approximately 80 percent faster than a crew staffed with three firefighters (Morrison, 1990).

During the same time period that the impact of staffing levels on fire operations was gaining attention, investigators began to question whether staffing levels could also be associated with the risk of firefighter injuries and the cost incurred as a result of such injuries at the fire scene. Initial reports from the Columbus (OH) Fire Division showed that “firefighter injuries occurred more often when the total number of personnel on the fireground was less than 15 at residential fires and 23 at large-risk fires” (Backoff, 1980). Mounting evidence has indicated that staffing levels are a fundamental health and safety issue for firefighters in addition to being a key determinant of immediate-response capacity. One early analysis by the Seattle (WA) Fire Department for that city’s Executive Board reviewed the average severity of injuries suffered by three-, four-, and five-person engine companies, with the finding that “the rate of firefighter injuries expressed as total hours of disability per hours of fireground exposure were 54 percent greater for engine companies staffed with three personnel when compared to those staffed with four firefighters, while companies staffed with five personnel had an injury rate that was only one-third that associated with four-person companies” (Cushman, 1982). A joint report from the International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) and Johns Hopkins University (JHU) concluded, after a comprehensive analysis of the minimum staffing levels and firefighter-injury rates in U.S. cities with populations of 150,000 or more, that jurisdictions operating with crews of four-person companies had injury rates nearly twice the percentage of jurisdictions operating with crews of four-person crews or more (IAFF & JHU, 1991).

More recent studies have continued to support the finding that staffing per piece of apparatus integrally affects the efficacy and safety of fire department personnel during emergency response and fire suppression. Two studies in particular demonstrate the consistency of these conclusions and the increasing level of detail and accuracy present in the most recent literature by looking closely at the discrete tasks that could be safely and effectively performed by three- and four-person fire companies. After testing drills comprised of a series of common fireground tasks at several fire-simulation sites, investigators from the Austin (TX) Fire Department assessed the physiological impact and injury rates among the variably staffed fire crews. In these simulations, an increase from a three- to four-person crew resulted in marked improvements in time-to-task completion or efficiency for the two-story residential fire drill, aerial-ladder evolution, and high-rise fire drill, leading the researchers to conclude that loss of life and property increases when a sufficient number of personnel are not available to conduct the required tasks efficiently, independent of
firefighter experience, preparation, or training. Reviews of injury reports by the Austin (TX) Fire Department furthermore revealed that the injury rate for three-person companies in the 4 years preceding the study was nearly one-and-a-half that of crews staffed with four or more personnel. In a sequence of similar tests, the Office of the Fire Marshal of Ontario, Canada, likewise found that three-person fire companies were unable to safely perform deployment of backup protection lines, interior suppression or rescue operations, ventilation operations that required access to the roof of the involved structure, use of large hand-held hoselines, or establishment of a water supply from a static source without additional assistance and within the time limits of the study. Following these data, Fire Marshal officials noted that three-person crews were also at increased risk for exhaustion due to insufficient relief at fire scenes and made recommendations for the minimum staffing levels per apparatus necessary for suppression and rescue-related tasks (Office of the Fire Marshal of Ontario, 1993).

The most comprehensive contemporary studies on the implications of fire-crew staffing now include much more accurate performance measures for tasks at the fireground in addition to the basic metric of response time. They include environmental measures of performance, such as total water supply, which expand the potential for assessing the cost-effectiveness of staffing not only in terms of fireground personnel injury rates but also comparative resource expenditures required for fire suppression. Several examples from the early 1990s show investigators and independent fire departments beginning to gather the kind of specific, comprehensive data on staffing and fireground tasks such as those suggested and outlined in concurrent local government publications that dealt with management of fire services (Coleman, 1988). A report by the Phoenix (AZ) Fire Department laid out clear protocols for responding to structure fires and response evaluation in terms of staffing, objectives, task breakdowns, and times in addition to outlining the responsibilities of responding fire department members and the order in which they should be accomplished for a full-scale simulation activity (Phoenix [AZ] Fire Department, 1991). One attempt to devise a prediction model for the effectiveness of manual fire suppression similarly reached beyond response-time benchmarks to describe fire operations and the step-by-step actions of firefighters at incident scenes by delineating the time-to-task breakdowns for size-up, water supply, equipment selection, entry, locating the fire, and advancing hoselines, while also comparing the predicted time-to-task values with the actual times and total resources (Menker, 1994). Two separate studies of local fire department performance, one from Taoyuan County in Taiwan and another from the London Fire Brigade, have drawn ties between fire crews’ staffing levels and total water demand as the consequence of both response time and fire severity. Field data from Taoyuan County for cases of fire in commercial, business, hospital, and educational properties showed that the type of land use as well as response time had a significant impact on the water volume necessary for fire suppression, with the notable quantitative finding that the water supply required on-scene doubled when the fire department response increased by 10 minutes (Chang & Huang, 2005).

Response time as a predictor of residential fire outcomes has received less study than the effect of crew size. A Rand Institute study demonstrated a relationship between the distance the responding companies traveled and the physical property damage. This study showed that the fire severity increased with response distance, and therefore the magnitude of loss increased proportionally (Rand Institute, 1978). Using records from 307 fires in nonresidential buildings over a 3-year period, investigators in the United Kingdom correspondingly found response time to have a significant impact on final fire area, which in turn was proportional to total water demand (Sardqvist, 2000).

Recent government and professional literature continue to demonstrate the need for more data that would quantify in depth and illustrate the required tasks, event sequences, and necessary response times for effective fire suppression in order to determine with accuracy the full effects of either a reduction or increase in firecompany staffing (Karter, 2008). A report prepared for National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) stressed the ongoing need to elucidate the relationship between staffing and personnel injury rates, stating that “a scientific study on the relationship between the number of firefighters per engine and the incidence of injuries would resolve a long-standing question concerning staffing and safety” (TriData Corporation, 2005). While not addressing staffing levels as a central focus, an annual review of fire department calls and false alarms by the NFPA® exemplified the need to capture not only the number of personnel per apparatus for effective fire suppression but also to clarify the demands on individual fire departments with resolution at the station level (NFPA®, 2008).

In light of the existing literature, there remain unanswered questions about the relationships between fire-service resource deployment levels and associated risks. For the first time, this study investigates the effect of varying crew size, first-apparatus arrival time, and response time on firefighter safety, overall task completion, and interior residential tenability using realistic residential fires. This study is also unique because of the array of stakeholders and the caliber of technical advisors involved. Additionally, the structure used in the field experiments included customized instrumentation for the experiments; all related industry standards were followed; robust research methods were used; and the results and conclusions will directly inform the NFPA® 1710 Technical Committee as well as public officials and fire chiefs.
Both the increasing demands on the fire service — such as the growing number of EMS responses, challenges from natural disasters, hazardous materials incidents, and acts of terrorism — and previous research point to the need for scientifically based studies of the effect of different crew sizes and firefighter-arrival times on the effectiveness of the fire service to protect lives and property. To meet this need, a research partnership of the Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI), International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), IAFF, NIST, and Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) was formed to conduct a multiphase study of the deployment of resources as it affects firefighter and occupant safety. Starting in FY 2005, funding was provided through the U.S. Department of Homeland Security/Federal Emergency Management Agency (DHS/FEMA) Grant Program Directorate for Assistance to Firefighters Grant Program — Fire Prevention and Safety Grants. In addition to the low-hazard residential fireground experiments described in this report, the multiple phases of the overall research effort include development of a conceptual model for community risk assessment and deployment of resources, implementation of a generalizable department incident survey, and delivery of a software tool to quantify the effects of deployment decisions on resultant firefighter and civilian injuries and on property losses.

The first phase of the project was an extensive survey of more than 400 career and combination (both career and volunteer) fire departments in the United States with the objective of optimizing a fire service leader’s capability to deploy resources to prevent or mitigate adverse events that occur in risk- and hazard-filled environments. The results of this survey are not documented in this report, which is limited to the experimental phase of the project. The survey results will constitute significant input into the development of a future software tool to quantify the effects of community risks and associated deployment decisions on resultant firefighter and civilian injuries and property losses.

The following research questions guided the experimental design of the low-hazard residential fireground experiments documented in this report:

1. How do crew size and stagger affect overall start-to-completion response timing?
2. How do crew size and stagger affect the timings of task initiation, task duration, and task completion for each of the 22 critical fireground tasks?
3. How does crew size affect elapsed times to achieve the following three critical events that are known to change fire behavior or tenability within the structure?
   a. Entry into structure
   b. Water on fire
   c. Ventilation through windows (three upstairs and one back downstairs window and the burn-room window)

4. How does the elapsed time to achieve the national standard of assembling 15 firefighters at the scene vary between crew sizes of four and five?

In order to address the primary research questions, the research was divided into the following four distinct, yet interconnected parts:

- **Part 1** — Laboratory experiments to design appropriate fuel load
- **Part 2** — Experiments to measure the time for various crew sizes and apparatus stagger (interval between arrival of various apparatus) to accomplish key tasks in rescuing occupants, extinguishing a fire, and protecting property
- **Part 3** — Additional experiments with enhanced fuel load that prohibited firefighter entry into the burn prop — a building constructed for the fire experiments
- **Part 4** — Fire modeling to correlate time-to-task completion by crew size and stagger to the increase in toxicity of the atmosphere in the burn prop for a range of fire-growth rates

The experiments were conducted in a burn prop designed to simulate a low-hazard fire in a residential structure described as typical in NFPA® 1710. NFPA® 1710 is the consensus standard for career firefighter deployment, including requirements for fire department arrival time, staffing levels, and fireground responsibilities.

Limitations of the study include firefighters’ advance knowledge of the burn prop, invariable number of apparatus, and lack of experiments in elevated outdoor temperatures or at night. Further, the applicability of the conclusions from this report to commercial structure fires, high-rise fires, outside fires, terrorism/natural disaster response, hazardous materials, or other technical responses has not been assessed and should not be extrapolated from this report.

**Primary Findings**

Of the 22 fireground tasks measured during the experiments, results indicated that seven factors had the most significant impact on the success of fire-fighting operations. All differential outcomes described in the following sections are statistically significant at the 95-percent confidence level or better.
Overall Scene Time

The four-person crews operating on a low-hazard structure fire completed all the tasks on the fireground (on average) 7 minutes faster — nearly 30 percent — than the two-person crews. The four-person crews completed the same number of fireground tasks (on average) 5.1 minutes faster — nearly 25 percent — than the three-person crews. On the low-hazard residential structure fire, adding a fifth person to the crews did not decrease overall fireground task times. However, it should be noted that the benefit of five-person crews has been documented in other evaluations to be significant for medium- and high-hazard structures, particularly in urban settings, and is recognized in industry standards.2

Time to Water on Fire

There was a 10-percent difference in the water-on-fire time between the two- and three-person crews. There was an additional 6-percent difference in the water-on-fire time between the three- and four-person crews. (i.e., four-person crews put water on the fire 16 percent faster than two-person crews). There was an additional 6 percent difference in the water-on-fire time between the four- and five-person crews (i.e., five-person crews put water on the fire 22 percent faster than two-person crews).

Ground Ladders and Ventilation

The four-person crews operating on a low-hazard structure fire completed laddering and ventilation (for life safety and rescue) 30 percent faster than the two-person crews and 25 percent faster than the three-person crews.

Primary Search

The three-person crews started and completed a primary search and rescue 25 percent faster than the two-person crews. The four- and five-person crews started and completed a primary search 6 percent faster than the three-person crews and 30 percent faster than the two-person crew. A 10-percent difference was equivalent to just over 1 minute.

Hose-Stretch Time

In comparing four-and five-person crews to two-and three-person crews collectively, the time difference to stretch a line was 76 seconds. In conducting more specific analysis comparing all crew sizes to the two-person crews, the differences are more distinct. Two-person crews took 57 seconds longer than three-person crews to stretch a line. Two-person crews took 87 seconds longer than four-person crews to complete the same tasks. Finally, the most notable comparison was between two-person crews and five-person crews — more than 2 minutes (122 seconds) difference in task-completion time.

Industry Standard Achieved

As defined by NFPA® 1710, the industry standard achieved time started from the first-engine arrival at the hydrant and ended when 15 firefighters were assembled on scene.3 An effective response force was assembled by the five-person crews 3 minutes faster than the four-person crews. Based on the study protocols modeled after a typical fire apparatus-deployment strategy, the total number of firefighters on scene in the two- and three-person crew scenarios never equaled 15; and therefore the two- and three-person crews were unable to assemble enough personnel to meet this standard.

Occupant Rescue

Three different standard fires were simulated using the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) model. Characterized in the Handbook of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers as slow-, medium-, and fast-growth rate,4 the fires grew exponentially with time. The rescue scenario was based on a nonambulatory occupant in an upstairs bedroom with the bedroom door open.

Independent of fire size, there was a significant difference between the toxicity, expressed as fractional effective dose (FED), for occupants at the time of rescue, depending on arrival times for all crew sizes. Occupants rescued by early-arriving crews had less exposure to combustion products than occupants rescued by late-arriving crews. The fire modeling showed clearly that two-person crews cannot complete essential fireground tasks in time to rescue occupants without subjecting them to an increasingly toxic atmosphere.

For a slow-growth-rate fire with two-person crews, the FED was approaching the level at which sensitive populations such as children and the elderly are threatened. For a medium-growth-rate fire with two-person crews, the FED was far above that threshold and approached the level affecting the general population. For a fast-growth-rate fire with two-person crews, the FED was well above the median level at which 50 percent of the general population would be incapacitated.

Larger crews responding to slow-growth-rate fires can rescue most occupants prior to incapacitation along with early-arriving larger crews responding to medium-growth-rate fires. The result for late-arriving (2 minutes later than early-arriving) larger crews may result in a threat to sensitive populations for medium-growth-rate fires. Statistical averages should not, however, mask the fact that there is no FED level so low that every occupant in every situation is safe.

Conclusion

More than 60 full-scale fire experiments were conducted to determine the impact of crew size, first-due engine arrival time, and subsequent apparatus arrival times on firefighter safety and effectiveness at a low-hazard residential structure fire. This report quantifies
the effects of changes to staffing and arrival times for residential fire-fighting operations. While resource deployment is addressed in the context of a single structure type and risk level, it is recognized that public-policy decisions regarding the cost-benefit of specific deployment decisions are a function of many other factors, including geography, local risks and hazards, and available resources as well as community expectations. This report does not specifically address these other factors. The results of these field experiments contribute significant knowledge to the fire-service industry. First, the results provide a quantitative basis for the effectiveness of four-person crews for low-hazard response in NFPA® 1710. The results also provide valid measures of total effective response-force assembly on scene for fireground operations as well as the expected performance time-to-critical-task measures for low-hazard structure fires. Additionally, the results provide tenability measures associated with a range of modeled fires. Future research should extend the findings of this report in order to quantify the effects of crew size and apparatus arrival times for moderate- and high-hazard events such as fires in high-rise buildings, commercial properties, certain factories, or warehouse facilities and responses to large-scale nonfire incidents or technical-rescue operations.
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Endnotes

¹ NFPA® is a registered trademark of the National Fire Protection Association®, Quincy, Massachusetts. NFPA® 1710 defines minimum requirements relating to the organization and deployment of fire-suppression operations, emergency medical operations, and special operations to the public by substantially all career fire departments. The requirements address functions and objectives of fire department emergency-servicess delivery, response capabilities, and resources. The purpose of this standard is to specify the minimum criteria addressing the effectiveness and efficiency of the care fire department fire-suppression operations, emergency medical services, and special-operations delivery in protecting the citizens of the jurisdiction and the occupational safety and health of fire department employees. At the time of this experiment, the 2004 edition of NFPA® 1710 was the current edition.

² NFPA® 1710, Standard for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments: Section 5.2.1 Fire Suppression Capability and Section 5.2.2 Staffing.

³ NFPA® 1710, Standard for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments: Section 5.2.1 Fire Suppression Capability and Section 5.2.2 Staffing.

⁴ As defined in the Handbook of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers, a fast fire grows exponentially to 1 MW in 150 seconds. A medium fire grows exponentially to 1 MW in 300 seconds. A slow fire grows exponentially to 1 MW in 600 seconds. A 1 MW fire can be thought of as a typical upholstered chair burning at its peak. A large sofa might be 2 to 3 MW.
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Is There a Doctor in the (Fire) House?

Introduction

The unique and traditionally independent realms of the fire service and medicine are now forever intertwined. The interface of medicine and the modern fire service includes medical direction and oversight of emergency medical services (EMS) operations, responder education, field response, health and safety, occupational medicine, research, and a broader interaction with the civilian medical community. But what specifically can (and should) an individual physician bring to the fire service in 2012? The answer is — they should do what they do best.

Few, if any, doctors can be all things to all fire departments. This is a very important reality check for both the physician and the fire department. The fund of knowledge necessary for a single physician to effectively orchestrate all potential department needs (EMS oversight, responder education, field response, health and safety, occupational medicine, research, and as a liaison with the civilian medical community) would require both extensive formal training and extraordinary talent. It is best if all parties come to terms with this limitation at the outset of their relationship. For some physicians, this may require some judicious ego attenuation. At the end of the day, the most solid foundation of the physician/fire department relationship is built upon a clear delineation of the specific duties that an individual physician will perform for the fire department.

I count myself fortunate that my own career in emergency services actually began 33 years ago in the volunteer fire service. Indeed, it was my intense involvement in fire, rescue, and EMS during my college years that changed my career path from law to medicine. My own experiences as a firefighter, paramedic, training officer, and assistant fire chief, coupled with my love and respect for the fire service and its traditions, have unquestionably shaped my own beliefs and biases as to what physicians can offer the fire service in 2012. Similarly, my experience has humbled me to understand that even as a doctor who “grew up” in the fire service, I too have limitations as to what service I can provide to my fire departments. My personal approach is to do what I do well and what I can consistently deliver to my department members (EMS medical oversight, provider education, field response, and research), and delegate to other health professionals those responsibilities that I know they can do better than I can.

Medical Direction and EMS Oversight

The most common physician interaction with the modern fire service is the role of department medical director and the provision of medical oversight of EMS operations. A physician medical director is ultimately responsible for the depth, breath, and quality of patient care provided by an agency’s emergency medical technicians (EMTs) and paramedics. In most cases, local or state regulations mandate that each department have a medical director. Beyond this letter of the law, it is the ethical, moral, and professional duty of an EMS medical director to assure that the patient care provided by those working under the delegated authority of his or her medical license is not only good, but excellent. The ultimate subjective measure of the EMS system is that you as the medical director would be comfortable with any of your department members caring for your own family members in a life-threatening medical emergency.

Although most fire departments that provide emergency medical services already have a relationship with a medical director, that relationship can almost always be made better. There are several classic pitfalls that can occur in the relationship between an EMS medical director and a fire department. It is the responsibility of the department to properly orient the EMS medical director to the unique aspects of a given fire agency as well as enlightening the doctor as to the fundamental “culture” of the fire service in general. Failure to do so runs the risk of having a medical director who lacks adequate engagement and the necessary commitment to give a fire department.

The worse-case scenario for a department EMS medical director is “Dr. Rob R. Stamp” (also known as doctor rubber stamp). Shamefully, there are both physicians and fire departments who want their relationships to be no more than the provision of signatures on necessary documents to fulfill some legal obligations. This practice must be eradicated just like the use of booster lines on car fires, because it too places lives at risk.

I am honored that I was recently asked to be involved in the development of a new and concise publication recently published by the Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency Management Agency under a contract with the International Association of Fire Chiefs that should serve as an invaluable resource for both the physician EMS medical director and the hierarchy of the fire
department. The *Handbook for EMS Medical Directors* is a must read for all EMS medical directors in the United States. It provides a wealth of both general and specific information that will be of help to both the neophyte and experienced physician EMS medical director. The document also provides agency officers and administrators an insight into the potential benefits of an optimally engaged medical director.

**Provider Education**

A fire-based physician must understand that opportunities to educate department members occur not only in the classroom but also at 6:45 a.m. with a cup of coffee in your hand sitting in the station’s day room discussing the last tour’s interesting calls with two paramedics. Both venues are equally valuable to the physician and the department members. The classroom or didactic settings allow for the necessary uniform dissemination of information to many members at one time.

The value of the informal, spontaneous small-group setting is that it is here where some of the most effective case-based teaching occurs. It is also in this setting where the physician medical director has the opportunity to detect gaps in provider knowledge and then make sure that those gaps are not only closed with the couple of providers in the small group but are incorporated in department-wide education. The other benefit of the small informal educational interaction is that it can be a source of instant information about emerging clinical situations on the streets that may necessitate an urgent need to educate the entire membership.

**Physician Field Response**

Many EMS medical directors ride with their units in the field on a regular basis as part of their administrative and supervisory duties. Not all physicians are initially comfortable in the out-of-hospital environment. However, an increasing number of EMS physicians were themselves EMTs, firefighters, or paramedics before attending medical school and completing their residency training. No physician should be simply thrown into the field. For a physician to be an asset rather than a liability to a fire department in emergency field operations, he or she must be fully trained, oriented, and equipped to the function as part of the fire department within the incident command system. It has been the experience of many EMS agencies that well-trained prehospital physicians are particularly beneficial in complex, prolonged rescue situations, multiple-casualty incidents, and large-scale rehab operations.

In the next several years the fire service and all other EMS providers in the United States are going to see an increased presence of trained EMS physicians extending true medical practice into the field. In 2010, “Emergency Medical Services” was approved by the American Board of Medical Specialties as the newest medical subspecialty. Thus, in the “house of medicine,” the provision of prehospital oversight and the actual delivery of hands-on prehospital care by a physician are now recognized at the same level of medical subspecialization as an oncologist or a cardiologist. Beginning in 2013, physicians who complete either an approved EMS fellowship or who can demonstrate pre-existing, long-standing expertise and practice experience as an EMS medical director will be eligible to take the subspecialty exam in EMS that will be administered by the American Board of Emergency Medicine. This is going to be a win-win situation for both dedicated EMS physicians and fire departments and other EMS agencies that they serve as medical directors.

**Research**

It is the responsibility of a fire-service physician to not only foster and encourage participation in research in his or her department, but also to assure that both internal and exogenous research (especially medical research) is appropriately interpreted and integrated into the relevant practices of the department. It is not that physicians are better than others conducting research. Rather, they bring a different perspective and a critical eye to research based on constant exposure to the peer-review process of the medical literature. By their nature, academic physicians are particularly dogmatic in their evaluation and interpretation of research.

There are several truisms about research. First, research is a remarkably powerful tool with profound political, funding, logistical, and patient-care ramifications for the fire service. The second reality is that there is both good research (controlled, objective, and relevant) and bad research (sloppy, uncontrolled, biased, and irrelevant). If good research is the basis for change, then most often good and appropriate change can occur. However, if bad research is the basis for change, then beware — garbage in-garbage out.

The statement “We’re going to do ‘X’ because that is what the research says” used to be confined to traditional medicine. Now the statement is commonly heard in the firehouse, not just in regards to medical interventions but also as it relates to advances in rescue and fire-suppression techniques. This is the age of “evidenced-based practice.” The premise of evidenced-based practice is that we should base our standard operating procedures (SOPs), protocols, and guidelines upon those things that research has demonstrated is the best, most effective intervention. When evaluating the relevance of “evidence-based research,” there are two quotes that must always be considered:

1. “Don’t try to outsmart your common sense.” (Lee Brice)
2. “Just because it has not been studied, does not always mean it’s bad.” (Ed Dickinson)
These two quotes are in fact linked. The first quote speaks for itself. The second may be less obvious, but here is an example and the linkage with common sense. For years it has been taught that the sequence to control extremity bleeding has been to apply direct pressure on the wound, elevate the limb, and use a tourniquet if the bleeding remains uncontrolled. Direct pressure is such common sense that it has not been challenged as the first intervention to control bleeding. Recent combat data has shown that modern tourniquets are highly effective in stopping bleeding and have a low morbidity. Thus, national bleeding-control guidelines (and certification/testing standards) now state that direct-wound pressure should be followed by a tourniquet if bleeding persists. Limb elevation (an intuitively beneficial intervention based on hydraulics and gravity) has been eliminated. Proponents state that limb elevation was eliminated because evidence-based research found it was not effective in controlling bleeding. The reality is that the effect of elevating a bleeding limb has never been studied, and this simple and time-honored intervention has simply never been shown not to be effective. There is a big difference between something being shown by research to be ineffective versus having no research that has proven effectiveness.

Finally, when physicians themselves embark on internal research involving their own fire department, there are two classic pitfalls to be avoided. The first is lacking the fundamental understanding of precisely what are the important questions to be studied in the fire service. The second is not being able to adapt classic medical research paradigms to the logistical and cultural realities of the fire service. Both of these pitfalls can be readily avoided by always approaching departmental research as a collaborative effort between the physician, the department hierarchy, and the members themselves.

**Essential Care and Feeding of the Fire Service Physician**

The optimal integration of a physician into the fire service is not a chance occurrence. The fire department that makes a physician feel welcome, properly orients him or her to the department and the broader culture of the fire service, and strives to help him or her accomplish his or her designated duties will be rewarded with a doctor who is truly engaged and will be a true asset to the department.
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Fire Dynamics: The Science of Fire Fighting

Abstract

Fire dynamics can provide a fire officer or a firefighter with means to understand how a fire will grow and spread within a structure and how best to control that growth. Researchers have generated experimental results and computer models to explain how fire dynamics taken at the most basic level, the fire triangle, applies to the fireground. This paper will provide a brief overview of the research that demonstrates the impact that changes in fuel and construction methods have had on the fire environment. These changes have altered the model of fire behavior taught to the fire service for decades. In addition, firefighter protective equipment has also changed over the years. All these factors lead to an assessment that fire-fighting tactics may need to evolve in order to keep in balance with the changing conditions on the fireground.

These findings are the result of research conducted in conjunction with the fire service. The overarching objectives were to increase the safety and the effectiveness of firefighters. These studies were designed to focus on research results that had application on the fireground. In order for these studies to occur, it took leadership within the fire service to question the status quo. Leadership will be required in every fire department to educate the fire service as a whole and implement needed changes to the current fire-fighting practices, which have been shown to make fire conditions worse before fire control and rescue can be achieved. Leadership is needed to embrace the knowledge of fire dynamics, employ a size-up of every fire scene, and then choose the fire-fighting tactics and task assignments based on that assessment.

Introduction

In the United States (U.S.), a fire department responds to a fire every 23 seconds (National Fire Protection Association®, [NFPA®], 2011). Each of these fires occurs under different conditions, hence the fire service mantra — Every fire is different. Yet from a science perspective, most fires share some basic similarities. The fire-heat release is due to exothermic, gas-phase, chemical reactions that produce heat and light, and they require three components to sustain the chemical reaction — fuel, oxygen, and heat. This information has been taught to fire-service personnel for many decades. Only during the past 12 years or so, fire experiments and computer models have been used to explain how the fire triangle applies to the fireground and affects the design of protective equipment and the choice of fire-fighting tactics.

This article provides a brief overview of research that demonstrates how changes in fuel and construction methods have affected the fire environment. These changes, taken separately and in combination, have altered the model of fire behavior taught to the fire service for decades. All these factors lead to an assessment that fire-fighting tactics and firefighters’ protective gear must evolve to correspond with fire dynamics on the modern fireground.

Fire Dynamics

Fire dynamics is the field of study that encompasses how fires start, spread, develop, and extinguish. To characterize fire behavior meaningfully, fire dynamics must incorporate the interaction of chemistry and material science and the engineering disciplines of fluid mechanics and heat transfer. In addition, one must also consider the interactions of fire with structures, materials, and people in order to fully understand the fire dynamics of a given fire incident.

The paper “Microstratigraphic evidence of in situ fire in the Acheulean strata of Wonderwerk Cave, Northern Cape province, South Africa” (Berna, 2012), which was published in April of 2012, shows that Homo erectus used fire productively about 1 million years ago, more than 300,000 years earlier than previously thought. Since that time, hunters, farmers, cooks, scientists, chemists, engineers, and firefighters have studied one aspect of fire or another. Each group focused on its specific area of interest in or the use of fire. For example, some studied the use of fire to form metal while others analyzed the combustion of fuel as a means to optimize the use of fuel in boilers, automobiles, aircraft, etc. For more than 100 years, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Underwriters Laboratories® (UL®), and Factory Mutual Global (FM
Global), and other organizations have studied how to protect buildings from fire by examining the fire resistance of columns and walls with furnace tests (Gross, 1991). Yet it was not until 1985 that the first textbook on fire dynamics was written (Drysdale, 1985).

In response to the 1973 report, “America Burning” (National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control, 1973), Congress passed U.S. Public Law 93-498, the “Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974.” The Act called for the establishment of (1) National Fire Prevention and Control Administration (now the U.S. Fire Administration [USFA]), (2) National Academy of Fire Prevention and Control (now the National Fire Academy [NFA]), and (3) Center for Fire Research at the National Bureau of Standards (currently NIST). The Act gave NIST the mission of performing and supporting research on all aspects of fire, with the aim of “providing scientific and technical knowledge applicable to the prevention and control of fires” (Public Law 93-498, p.1546). More specifically, the Act required NIST to conduct research on “the dynamics of flame ignition, flame spread and flame extinguishment” (Public Law 93-498, p.1546). As the result of U.S.-based research programs conducted and supported by NIST in the 1970s and 1980s, as well as a significant level of fire-research activity in Canada, Japan, and the United Kingdom, a body of knowledge developed on fire chemistry, fire plumes, compartment fires, and simple models of fire phenomena. This information provided a foundation for fire-protection engineers to consider fire dynamics when designing buildings and reconstructing fires.

Changes on the Fireground

While fire researchers were making gains on understanding fire dynamics in the laboratory, the hazards on the fireground and fire dynamics that accompanied them were changing. For example, the construction techniques and materials used to build and furnish a house have changed significantly over the last 50 years.

Engineered wood products have been incorporated into the design and construction of modern structures. Engineered wood joists and trusses enable longer spans and open areas (less compartmentation) for improved use of living space in homes. Since the 1970s, the median size of a single-family home in the U.S. has increased. According to data from the U.S. Census, in 1973 the median size was 1,600 ft². By 2008, the floor area of the median house had increased by more than 50% to 2,500 ft² (U.S. Census, 2011).

In order to increase the energy efficiency of houses, insulation has improved, walls are wrapped in plastic to limit infiltration of air and water, and multi-pane windows are now the norm. When a fire occurs in an energy-efficient house, the insulation works to keep the heat and combustion products from the fire trapped in the house and limits the amount of outside air that can be drawn inside to complete the fire triangle, provided that no doors or windows are open. As a result, fires have less oxygen. We can describe this in either of two ways: a ventilation-limited or a fuel-rich fire condition.

The objects and materials inside homes have changed as well. The design and construction of furnishings have evolved dramatically in the past 50 years. In the 1950s, a wide range of synthetic materials called polymers became available for use in clothing, furniture, interior finish, and insulation. Within a few years of their commercial introduction, the use of polyester, nylon, and polyurethane foam became commonplace in homes. Durability, comfort, and economics all play a role in the design and manufacturer of furnishings that people choose to buy. Today, flexible polyurethane foam is one of the most common materials in upholstered furniture. According to industry statistics, more than 1.7 billion pounds of polyurethane foam are produced and used every year in the U.S. (Polyurethane Foam Association, 2007).

These new materials, energy efficiencies, and construction methods have led to changes in the fire environment that a firefighter must face. Have fire departments added staffing, altered their training, or modified their tactics to respond to these changes?

Protective Equipment

Firefighters use protective equipment to increase their safety and effectiveness on the fireground. New materials and advances in technology offer improved protection to the firefighter from thermal hazards and toxic gases. Since the 1960s, new materials, such as aramid fibers (Nomex® and Kevlar®) and polybenzimidazole (PBI), have been introduced that do not melt and have a high resistance to ignition. These materials are now in common use as part of firefighters’ protective clothing and equipment.

The evolution of the self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) to include lighter materials, increased air supply, electronic monitoring, and warning devices has made working in a smoke-filled building safer. Continued developments in the fields of electronics and sensing have produced improvements in situational awareness for firefighters, mainly through the use of thermal imaging. However, over the last decade, we have learned that electronic safety devices, such as Personal Alert Safety System (PASS) devices, radios, and polycarbonate SCBA facepieces are not as thermally robust as other fire-fighting personal protective equipment (PPE) components. The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) documented a series of line-of-duty deaths (LODDs) involving specific types of protective equipment. Thereafter, NIST worked with NFPA® and with equipment manufacturers to improve the standard test methods and requirements in order to improve the thermal resistance of the equipment and, thereby, to improve firefighter safety.
Even with these improvements, conditions in a fully developed compartment fire can still exceed the capabilities of the best protective equipment.

These changes on the fireground bring us to a very disturbing trend. Between the late 1970s and the late 2000s, the annual number of structure fires in the U.S. decreased by more than 50%. During the same period, the overall annual number of firefighter LODDs also declined. However, the rate of firefighter deaths due to traumatic injuries on the fireground increased during the same period from 1.8 deaths to 3.0 deaths per 100,000 fires (Fahy, 2010). This is an increase of more than 60% at a time when firefighters have access to the best equipment and technology ever available.

As I close this section about changes on the fireground, it is worth noting that during this time of change, the typical firefighter is getting less fire-fighting training, less fire-fighting experience, and less understanding of the technology that he or she relies on to keep him or her safe.

**Fire Behavior**

Typically, firefighters have been taught about fire behavior in structures with pen and ink drawings and a simple graph (see Figure 1). The idealized, qualitative graph shows that the fire begins with ignition. The fire is then in the growth phase, where the heat-release rate increases until the fire is fully developed. In a compartment fire, the transition from the growth stage to the fully developed stage may involve a flashover. Flashover is a transition in the development of a contained fire. In flashover, surfaces exposed to thermal radiation from fire gases in excess of 600°C (1,100°F) reach ignition temperature more or less simultaneously. Fire spreads rapidly through the compartment, with burning from floor to ceiling. Without an intervention, the fire transitions to the decay stage as the fuel is depleted. This ideal curve is best suited for describing a fuel-controlled fire, in other words, a fire that has all of the oxygen it needs to sustain the heat-generating chemical reaction with the fuel. In such cases, the peak heat-release rate is limited by the amount of fuel available for combustion, and the decay stage is typically related to the reduced amount of fuel available for burning. Heat-release-rate curves from free-burn sofa fires with no compartmentation effects are shown in Figure 2. For a typical, residential-scale room with a doorway approximately 0.9 m (3 ft) wide by 2.0 m (6.6 ft) high, the minimum heat-release rate required to flashover the room is about 2,000 kW. You...
can see from Figure 2 that a sofa has twice the peak heat-release rate needed to flashover the room. Figure 3 is a graph of temperature vs. time-history curves shown from a sofa fire in a compartment with an open doorway, which allows for the continuous flow of oxygen from the outside of the compartment to the fire. Notice that in each case, the free burn and the open-room burn, the fuel-controlled pattern pertains: basic growth, fully developed, and decay.

As new homes retain heat and the gaseous fuels better than old homes and as synthetic fuels burn faster than wood and cotton, the probability of arriving to a preheated, fuel-rich fire environment has increased in recent years. As a result, fires are controlled by the amount of oxygen available to them. An idealized curve of a ventilation-controlled fire is shown in Figure 4. As in the fuel-controlled case, the fire begins with ignition and the growth stage. As the high-heat-of-combustion fuels burn in the nearly air-tight house, fire begins a decay stage due to limited availability of oxygen for the combustion process. As the available oxygen decreases, the heat-release rate of the fire decreases, along with the gas temperatures in the house. If a door or a window is opened while the fire is still burning, although at a reduced level, and if additional fuel is available, the introduction of outside air can result in a rapid increase in the heat-release rate of the fire and may enable enough energy generation to flashover the room. This transition has been referred to as a ventilation-induced flashover. Once enough oxygen has been made available to allow the fire to reach the fully developed stage, it may become fuel-controlled again until decay or until suppression by the fire department.

NIST has had the opportunity to measure this type of fire behavior many times while conducting fire experiments in acquired structures. For example, NIST had the opportunity, with the Chicago Fire Department, to burn several townhouses after equipping the structures with fire-monitoring instruments. Each townhouse was furnished with a sofa, upholstered chairs, a futon, wooden bookcases, a dinette set, kitchen cabinets, and bedroom furniture. In one case, a small flame ignited the sofa, which was on the first floor in the living room. All of the exterior doors and windows were closed. Within 120 seconds after ignition, flames from the sofa impinged on the living room ceiling, and combustion products spread to every first- and second-floor room with an open door. By 210 seconds after ignition, smoke was down to the floor throughout the open areas of the townhouse, and the fire was in a decay stage due to the reduced level of oxygen inside the townhouse. At approximately 215 seconds after ignition, the front door was opened. This action resulted in a bidirectional flow at the front door. Hot, higher-pressure fire gases were flowing out of the top of the doorway and cool, lower-pressure outside air was being entrained into the fire room through the lower portion of the doorway. Smoke near the floor in the living room cleared, and the fire began to increase in heat-release rate and in physical size. At 250 seconds after ignition, the living room window was vented by a firefighter. The window glass was completely cleared from the window frame within 20 seconds. Given the hot, fuel-rich conditions in the living room, the additional ventilation resulted in flames coming out of the window and doorway by 280 seconds after ignition. A full transition through flashover in the living room occurred within a minute of venting the living room window.
Figure 5 shows the temperature in the living room during the experiment described in the previous paragraph. Notice the shape of the temperature curves with respect to time: fire growth, followed by decay, or a decrease in heat-release rate, which is then followed by a significant and rapid increase in heat-release rate and gas temperature because of the increased availability of oxygen to the fuel-rich environment of the fire room.

Flow Path

Flow path is another concept central to fire dynamics in structures. The flow path is the volume between an inlet and an exhaust that allows the movement of heat and smoke from a higher-pressure area within the fire area towards lower-pressure areas accessible via doors, windows, and other openings. Depending on its configuration, a structure can have several flow paths. Operations conducted in the flow path, between where the fire is and where the fire wants to go, places firefighters at significant risk due to the increased flow of fire, heat, and smoke toward their positions. This risk is true for natural-ventilation cases with or without wind. In cases with the potential for wind to affect the heat-release rate and the movement of the fire, it is important to keep the wind at your back and to attack the fire from the upwind side.

Several LODDs have occurred where quite literally the difference between life or death depended on whether or not a glass window broke. In effect, death occurred due to a change in ventilation, while firefighters worked in a space between the fire and a lower-pressure area where the fire wanted to go — the path of least resistance. This was the case with the three Fire Department of New York City (FDNY) firefighters who lost their lives in the Vandalia fire in Brooklyn (Madrzykowski & Kerber, 2009), the two Houston firefighters who lost their lives in a ranch house fire (Barowy & Madrzykowski, 2012), and the two San Francisco firefighters who were killed in the Diamond Heights fire (San Francisco [CA] Fire Department, 2011).

NIST conducted measurements to examine the impact of flow path and wind on fires in a mock-up apartment built in its laboratory. The fires were ignited in the bedroom of the apartment. Prior to the failure or venting of the bedroom window, which was on the upwind side of the experimental apartment, the heat-release rate from the fire was on the order of 1 megawatt (MW). Once the bedroom window was opened, the heat-release rates from post-flashover structure fires were typically between 15 MW and 20 MW. When the door from the apartment to the corridor was open, temperatures in the corridor area near the open doorway, 0.9 m (3 ft) above the floor, exceeded 600°C (1,112°F) for each of the experiments. The heat fluxes measured in the same location, during the same experiments, were in excess of 70 kW/m². Even in full protective gear, a firefighter cannot survive these extreme thermal conditions. These conditions occurred within 30 seconds of the window failure. The study also found that application of water from the exterior through the vent on the upwind side significantly cooled the fire gases and suppressed the fire (Madrzykowski & Kerber, 2009).

Figure 5: Temperature time-history curves from a furnished room fire that was initially closed and then vented to the outside by opening the front door and venting the living room window.

![Figure 5: Temperature time-history curves from a furnished room fire that was initially closed and then vented to the outside by opening the front door and venting the living room window.](image-url)
Operating Above the Fire

Fire operations above a fire in a wood-framed structure with an unprotected engineered wood-floor assembly bring together several of the risk factors that we have been discussing. In a basement fire, the exposed wood-floor assembly is a sufficient and well-placed fuel load that can support rapid-fire growth and the transition through flashover if there is enough ventilation available. Due to the excellent insulation capabilities of wood-based subflooring and floor coverings, even firefighters with thermal imagers might be unaware that a post-flashover fire burns below them and that the structural integrity of the floor on which they are standing is compromised until they fall through it. The thermal imager can only sense increased temperature due to heat flow through the floor and floor coverings. During basement fire experiments, NIST has measured temperatures in excess of 800°C (1,400°F) on the lower (fire side) of the floor assembly while the temperature on the upper side of the flooring was 100°C (200°F) or less just prior to the collapse of the floor as shown in Figure 6 (Madrzykowski & Kent, 2011).

In basement fires, current practice calls for firefighters to fight their way down the stairs to suppress the fire. If the firefighters survive crawling on a floor assembly that may be burning underneath them, they will find the stairway and place themselves in the flow path between the fire in the basement (high temperature/high pressure area) and the open front door (exhaust vent to lower temperature/lower pressure area) through which they entered the house. In other words, the firefighters are trying to work their way down the chimney of a burning fireplace. This is a high-hazard location with the potential for high convective heat transfer. This scenario is similar to the one that claimed two firefighters' lives in the Cherry Road fire in Washington, DC (Madrzykowski & Vettori, 1999). The flow path from the post-flashover fire in the basement up the stairs is shown in Figure 7.

What approach works with this difficult fire scenario? Is it water applied from the exterior through a basement window or door? This exterior offensive tactic is known by many names: early water, blitz attack, resetting the fire, softening the target, and hitting it hard from the yard, to name a few. In basement-fire experiments NIST conducted with FDNY and UL®, flowing a hose stream into a basement window for 60 seconds reduced the temperatures from 900°C (1,700°F) to 150°C (300°F) in the basement. The temperatures at the top of the stairs leading to the basement decreased from 300°C (600°F) to 100°C (200°F). In addition, the temperatures throughout the rest of the townhouse also decreased due to the exterior hose-stream application. Applying water through the window did not push or spread the fire, and no excess steam was forced throughout the structure. Applying water through the window into the fire area quickly mitigated the hazard. Figure 8 shows this example in graphic form.

Research Summary

Many of the fire-dynamic applications on the fireground presented earlier were intuitive. Some were not.
While many in the fire service recognized some of the increased hazards in residential fires individually, few understood the synergy between the synthetic-fuel loads, reduced compartmentation, and the lightweight and energy-efficient construction. Fire-test results have shown that the synthetic-fuel fire is more reactive to the introduction of oxygen than are fires fueled by wood and cotton. For the fire service, this fact means that synthetic-fuel fires are less forgiving in terms of how quickly conditions on the fireground can change. The thermal conditions generated by a fire can exceed the material limitations of firefighters' personal protective equipment (PPE) by more than 500°C (1,000°F). Of course, human thermal limitations are significantly

Figure 7: The flow path of high-momentum fire gases going up the stairs can be seen in this NIST Fire Dynamics Simulator model of the Cherry Road fire. The firefighter victims were all working in the room at the top of the stairs.

Figure 8: The impact of flowing a hose stream into a basement fire through the basement window at 180 gpm for 60 seconds.
lower than that. To escape harm, firefighters must understand the capabilities and the limitations of their PPE.

Given the firefighter fatality and injury rates and the challenges faced, fire-department leaders need to consider revising their tactics to improve firefighter safety and effectiveness. Controlling the oxygen leg of the fire triangle through door and flow-path control and controlling the heat side of the fire triangle through early suppression from the exterior must be considered, even if these tactics go against current practice.

Firefighters at all levels need to be armed with improved knowledge about fire dynamics, their workplaces, and the equipment that they use to protect themselves. For example, smoke is fuel, venting does not always equal cooling, and most structure fires are ventilation-limited (fuel-rich) and therefore very reactive to additional oxygen.

Fire officers need to locate and assess the fire and then consider all available tactics before directing their crews, using the safest and most effective tactics possible. This option is good not only for the firefighters but also for victims trapped in the building. What are some of these tactical options? Keep the wind at your back, and stay upwind of the fire. Identify and control potential flow paths by managing ventilation (i.e., open doors and windows). An exterior direct attack on the fire from the burned side may be the best option. Use all available options to prevent firefighters from working above a fire with an unrated floor assembly.

**Leadership and Implementing Change**

Now that research has elevated our understanding of fire dynamics within structures, fire-service leaders must use the data to develop educational and training tools and to share information across the ranks and generations of firefighters. Standard operating procedures (SOPs) must be revised to incorporate our new understanding. All of the elements of training, certification, and practice must be coordinated to make the most effective use of the knowledge.

As a result of the assistance of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security/Federal Emergency Management Agency (DHS/FEMA) to firefighter research and development grants, more high-quality research is being conducted with the fire service than at any other time in history. The research yields not only reports and numerical data but also experiment videos useful for educating the fire service. Producers of training materials such as the International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA) are incorporating the research results in its manuals and online training apps.

Fire-service leaders must embrace research-based tactics in order to motivate their instructors and get buy-in from their staffs. Annual training needs to be conducted and SOPs need to be revised so that all members of the fire department, not just the new candidates, are aware of flow-path hazards and the new technology capabilities. It will also be important to work with mutual-aid fire departments to ensure that they understand that you have added new tools and options to your department’s playbook.

**Implementation**

Being a leader in changing the status quo requires knowledge, fortitude, and diplomacy. It will require hard choices in times of lean resources to dedicate effort to revising SOPs and to developing and providing additional training for your seasoned firefighters. Change is best accepted in a supportive environment when leadership is leading by example.

A great example of implementing change is available from the largest fire department in the U.S.: FDNY. FDNY had a history of injuries and deaths in wind-impacted fires in high-rise buildings. They embraced researchers and representatives from fire departments across the country and around the world to understand the problem and possible solutions. They supported real-scale fire experiments in a high-rise building as a means to find a better way of fighting a high-rise fire (Madrzykowski & Kerber, 2009; Kerber & Madrzykowski, 2009).

Once the findings from the NIST laboratory and high-rise studies were presented to them, the leadership in FDNY moved swiftly to implement changes to improve the safety of their firefighters. They started a pilot program in two areas of the city. The firehouses in these areas received additional training and new equipment such as positive-pressure ventilation fans, wind-control devices, and high-rise nozzles. A DVD-based training program was developed on the hazards of wind-impacted fires and the use of flow-path control, positive-pressure fans, and exterior hose streams. That program was distributed across the department. For annual training day, a program was developed in which firefighters conducted hands-on training evolutions with the new equipment and learned about the fire dynamics behind the new tactics. Then FDNY installed the Diamondplate system, computer kiosks in all firehouses that allow the department to push training materials on a weekly basis to the firefighters. FDNY partnered with Polytechnic Institute of New York University (NYU-Poly) to develop an interactive computer-based training program, ALIVE, on wind-driven fires based on the FDNY materials and the NIST reports (NYU-Poly Fire Research Group, 2008). Within 18 months after the completion of the experiments on Governors Island, NY, FDNY firefighters were using the new tools and tactics and saving their own.

FDNY then reexamined their ventilation practices on non-wind-impacted fires, based on what was learned about the modern fire environment and flow paths from the wind-driven study and additional research conducted with NIST and UL®. As a result, a new ventilation bulletin has been issued by the department that is based on and incorporates the science of fire fighting (FDNY, 2013).
Summary

These findings are the result of research that has been conducted in conjunction with the fire service. The overarching objective of all of the studies was to increase the safety and the effectiveness of firefighters. These studies were designed to focus on research results that had application on the fireground. In order for these studies to occur, it took leadership within the fire service to question the status quo. It took leadership to engage the researchers and ask the hard questions. Now that researchers and members of the fire service have a better understanding of the fire dynamics of a structure fire, that information must be shared. Now that the reports, data, videos, and training materials are available, that information must be taught. Leadership will be required in every fire department to educate the fire service as a whole and to implement needed changes to current fire-fighting practices that make fire conditions worse before fire control and rescue can be achieved. Now is the time to embrace the knowledge of fire dynamics based on chemistry and physics, employ a size-up of every fire scene, and then choose the fire-fighting tactics and task assignments based on that assessment.
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The Making of a Hero: An Exploration of Heroism in Disasters and Implications for the Emergency Services

Abstract
This paper explores the phenomenon of heroism in the context of behavioural responses to disaster. Drawing on social scientific, media, and health and safety sources, it reflects on the impact and consequences of being labelled a hero. Consideration is given to the implications of heroism for the emergency services arising from recent cultural and legal developments within the United Kingdom (UK). The paper calls for a more informed understanding and debate about the meaning and implications of heroism in disasters.

Introduction

“Show me a hero and I’ll write you a tragedy.”

(F. Scott Fitzgerald Quote)

References to heroes and heroic acts in disasters are common, particularly when it comes to mass fatality incidents. Accounts and analyses of heroic acts appear in sources as wide ranging as the news media and popular culture through to academic papers and health and safety guidance literature (see References section and Appendix). However, although these various sources may be using the same term, are they all talking about the same kinds of behaviour and attributes/qualities?

This article begins by examining the psychological and social context of major emergencies as potentially traumatic events and the significance of these for understanding disaster-related actions and behaviour. In some cases reactions to disasters may be as much about spontaneous, instinctive human responses as they are about the measured implementation of preprepared emergency procedures. It is important to acknowledge this reaction if we are to understand, anticipate, and interpret extraordinary and heroic acts where people risk their own lives in responding to the needs of others.

The newsworthiness and other social and political agendas served by the discourse of disaster heroes will be briefly referred to along with the wider consequences of being labelled a hero. For a member of the public who becomes the victim-cum-hero, finding oneself unwittingly caught up in a life-threatening event can be life-changing enough, but in the aftermath there may be additional costs associated with identifications of heroism such as additional survivor guilt.

Members of the emergency services may be described as everyday (albeit often reluctant) heroes to the extent that they deliberately enter environments of risk as part of their ordinary duties, but their actions in the context of major emergencies may attract additional attention and analysis in the following days and weeks. The article considers the renewed focus on risk, health, and safety within emergency response prompted by a series of major incidents and investigations within the United Kingdom (UK) and the consequences these have had for revisiting the interpretation and guidance around acts considered heroic within the law, custom, and practice.

Understanding Disaster Experiences and Heroism

Exceptional events often generate exceptional individual and social reactions. To understand disaster-related behaviour, it is important to appreciate how such circumstances can impact on the perceptions, experiences, and social responses of those involved in them and what this means for questions of heroism. Focussing on disasters as psychological and social experiences gives some insight into understanding when behaviour is truly heroic and its implications.

Major emergencies or disasters are, thankfully, relatively abnormal events rather than everyday occurrences within communities. Psychologists and sociologists highlight how behavioural responses reflect the ways in which they differ from normal, everyday experiences and routine emergency response. Major emergencies are, to a lesser or greater extent,

- of a different order in terms of emergency procedures and scale of response. The declaration of an event as a major incident or disaster usually triggers a specific set of procedural responses, namely the implementation of special arrangements such
as major incident plans. Actions described as heroic tend to fall outside of or beyond prescribed emergency procedures; they are usually spontaneous and unplanned, may be often committed by ordinary bystanders who are not following formal emergency procedures, or they may be committed by emergency responders breaking with or exceeding formal protocols.

• often described as surreal and quite different in feel from scenes displayed in disaster films or other imaginary scenarios. Many emergency responders reflecting on their first-hand experience of real disaster have emphasised the contrast with drills or exercises and the impact of such experiences on them both during the event and afterwards. Typical of this is the comment made by a firefighter who responded to the Ladbroke Grove train crash in London, 1999, in which 31 people were killed. Commenting on the initial reactions of shock while gathering up the personal belongings of those who had so suddenly died, the firefighter commented on the feeling of being unprepared for such an encounter: “In training, you are shown photos of other major incidents so you are prepared in that way, but nothing in my training prepared me for it when I saw it in real life” (BBC News, 1999).

• experienced as chaotic by those caught up in them and first on scene, at least in the initial phases at the point where sense is being made of what is occurring and before a coordinated emergency response kicks in. Initial emergency calls during the London Bombings, July 7, 2005, typified this reality with first responders facing “considerable difficulties in assimilating information that is coming in as clearly a very confused incident presented itself” (Hugo Keith, Queen’s Counsel [QC], speaking at the Inquest, October 11, 2010; Her Majesty’s [HM] Coroner, 2010). In such circumstances, heroic acts may be associated with their bringing leadership or order to bear or restoring control in the midst of chaos and destruction. The individuals who formed a human bridge to lead fellow passengers to safety in the midst of ferry disasters have been described as heroes in this sense (TNT Magazine, 2012; Kent Online, 2012).

• prolonged events, where notions of heroism are associated with notions of endurance as well as spectacular single acts (Smith, 2011). The Fukushima 50 in Japan have been described in heroic terms. Heroism here has been linked to their continuing work to restore control over the ongoing threats and hazards caused by the nuclear disaster in Japan in March, 2011, as well as their initial, self-sacrificing responses at the nuclear plant as the disaster unfolded (Yokota & Yamada, 2012).

• potentially traumatic, insofar as those directly exposed to them have experienced, witnessed, or been confronted with an event or events that involve actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of oneself or others (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Heroes may be those who take the fight rather than the flight option in disasters, rushing in to save others at the expense of themselves. As well as generating physical and psychological reactions during immediate impact, the traumatic nature of such events continues to generate psycho-social effects in the following days and weeks. For those whose natural instinct in disaster was to save themselves rather than others, survivor guilt may be compounded by the lavish praise being bestowed on the selflessness of heroes.

• large-scale community events with likely ripple effects and impacts. The community effects of disaster are described by the sociologist Kai Erikson (1976) in the aftermath of the Buffalo Creek flooding disaster in 1972. His classic ethnographic account gives a powerful description of the effects of collective trauma, which he describes as a blow to the basic tissues of social life that damages the bonds attaching people together and impairs the prevailing sense of community.

— Rob Gordon (2009) has analysed further the social processes and dynamics that transpire within a community when a disaster strikes. He describes how emerging distinctions and differences between individuals can cause cleavage planes, severing the fabric of social support systems, and causing tension and conflict during recovery stages.

— Singing out and rewarding some individuals as heroic may create or reinforce unhelpful or unintended hierarchies of worthiness exacerbating group or community tensions, for example, where some individual acts or actors are formally commended with awards while others are not.

• public and political events in which every detail, decision, and action by those involved as victims, survivors, witnesses, and responders as well as the reactions of those mourning and bereaved may be observed, scrutinised, and evaluated. Legal accountability for actions in disasters, both individual and corporate, may be examined through lengthy processes and procedures such as inquests, public inquiries, and health and safety investigations. Far from praising the risk-taking behaviour and morality of heroes, legal judgements and disciplinary procedures may take a rather more negative view of such actions.
**Disaster Behaviour: Bringing Out the Best in People**

Social scientists have spent decades reviewing human reactions and responses to disasters as part of their studies of individual and collective behaviour. Their contribution is a reminder of the importance of ensuring the needs of people are at the heart of emergency planning, response, and recovery strategies. Working with emergency managers, they seek to make sure emergency plans and procedures are appropriate and successful by being based on experience and evidence about how people typically behave and respond in the impact and aftermath phases of disaster. Furthermore, their work plays an important role in demystifying and debunking the erroneous myths and beliefs often perpetuated by media and other, often partial, reports of disaster behaviour.

Examples of disaster myths include the notions that disasters produce wide-scale, counterproductive, and antisocial behaviour such as panic, social disorganisation, and looting. This is not to say that such phenomena do not exist, but rather that reports about their prevalence often tend to be exaggerated by the media. In fact, evidence from across different kinds of disaster and societies suggests that on the whole endangered publics and disaster victims respond and adapt well during and after disasters (Tierney, Bevc, & Kuligowski, 2006).

Contrary to the classic notion of the disaster syndrome — a zombie-like condition that renders disaster victims hapless and helpless (Quarantelli & Dynes, 1970) — social scientific research has also highlighted that, at least in the immediate aftermath of disasters, community resilience and unity, strengthening of social ties, self-help, heightened initiative, altruism, and pro-social behaviour more often prevail (Auf der Heide, 2004). An example of pro-social, positive responses to disaster was the way in which the people of Oklahoma reacted in the aftermath of the bombing of the Murrah Building on April 19, 1995. Behaviour later described as “selfless acts of heroism” (Coats, 2011) included local citizens and members of the emergency services running towards the disaster scene to rescue survivors immediately after the bombing rather than away from the building. This behaviour and other examples led to the term The Oklahoma Standard being coined to define a new level of caring during and after disasters:

When a need for blood was broadcast, it had to be followed by an advisory to stay home, because more people lined up than were needed. When an announcement was made that work boots were needed at the site, workers pulled up and took off their boots and left them. First responders from out of town found that they could not go to a restaurant and pay for their own meals. Either the restaurant owner would refuse their money or another diner had already covered the ticket. The legend of the “Oklahoma Dollar” is based upon a first responder commenting that he was leaving Oklahoma with the same dollar he had when he arrived because, during his entire stay in Oklahoma, he had been unable to spend that dollar (Oklahoma City National Memorial and Museum, 2014).

The behaviour exhibited during and after this incident was not unusual for large-scale, mass-fatality incidents. Reinforcing the themes of Erikson and Gordon given earlier, Zunin and Myers (2000) refer to a honey-moon phase reflecting a common aspect of community responses in disaster. They describe this as following on from a rescue or heroic phase where people may risk their own safety to save others, including strangers.

**Heroism, Self-Sacrifice, and Disasters**

The association between life-saving actions and heroism dates back as far as Greek mythology where heroes (and heroines) were depicted as courageous characters displaying the will for self-sacrifice for some greater good of all humanity. They were often venerated as demigods and although today’s heroes may not quite be worshipped in the traditional sense, the cult of the hero personality may seem close to adulation at times. Today heroism remains associated with moral excellence and positive qualities such as nobility, bravery, and fortitude (McLeish, 1993).

Although the popular meaning and application of notions of heroism to disaster-related behaviour has been somewhat stretched in contemporary popular culture, it still tends to be associated with positive moral qualities, meritorious life-saving endeavours, and exceptional acts of self-sacrifice. Examples where heroes have been identified by the media and praised for their actions include the extreme risk-taking as part of initial rescue efforts in responses to terrorist incidents in Oklahoma City, 1995; New York City, 2001; London, 2005; Glasgow, 2007; and Boston, 2013.

The hero label is commonly applied by journalists and members of the public as part of telling the story and a simplistic media discourse about good (heroes) and bad (blameworthy) people in the aftermath of disasters. It is interesting to see how the media return to familiar themes and phrases in telling stories from one disaster to another. The notion of a human bridge, for example, used to describe a British man helping fellow passengers to safety during the sinking of the Costa Concordia in 2012 was the same description applied to another British hero during the sinking of a ferry off Zeebrugge in 1987 (United Press International, 1987; M. Fricker, 2102; BBC News, 1987; and Kent Online, 2012).

Beyond the media, academic reviews also include references and analyses of the heroic actions of individuals associated with disasters, rescue, and
response (e.g., Lois, 1999). Levinson (2002) questions the appropriateness of these reviews. Analysing Israeli news media coverage of bombing incidents over two consecutive days in Jerusalem and Haifa in 2001, he critiques the accuracy of initial accounts, including dramatic reports of heroism that formed a key element of the coverage. Drawing on the work of others, Bennett and Daniel (2002) reflect on how accounts of heroism are part of what makes disaster stories newsworthy:

The selection of obtrusive incidents for reporting by newspapers depends critically on editorial perceptions of what kinds of event appeal to the public imagination. Stories about disasters have much to offer in this respect, as they can be dramatic, emotive and awe inspiring. Also they furnish numerous opportunities for reporting personal dramas and heroic rescues . . . for inducing the public’s apparent fascination with horrific events . . . and for satiating the apparent wish of many people to experience vicariously the suffering and tragedy of others . . . . (p. 34)

The Disaster Hero: A Good News Angle on a Bad News Story

As well as raising the important question of whether accounts of heroism in disasters are accurate, such commentary helps explain why references to heroism may be so prolific in disaster reporting. Accounts of heroism are eminently newsworthy, satisfying the thirst for a good news angle on a bad news story. Not only this, disaster heroism is newsworthy in the classic sense because it involves unexpected and dramatic events and includes a human-interest perspective with which the audience may be able to personally connect and find meaning (Galtung & Ruge, 1965).

The newsworthiness of the disaster hero may even contribute to circumstances where the hero becomes the story in itself, well beyond reports of emergency rescue or response that initially impelled an individual or individuals into the limelight. A cult of personality may arise, established and propagated by the mass media and social media, whereby a hero’s identity and actions take on a dynamic life and significance of their own, potentially in place of truth, accuracy, or proportionality.

An example of this is John Smeaton, a baggage handler at Glasgow International Airport, who was involved in helping to thwart a terrorist attack there in 2007. When terrorists drove a burning jeep filled with explosives into the airport entrance, Smeaton helped to wrestle one of the attackers to the ground. He was subsequently hailed a hero for having stood up to the terrorists and received a string of awards and positive affirmations. A John Smeaton Appreciation Society was set up on Facebook hailing him a hero for our time, and a tribute website received 500,000 hits in its first 48 hours. Smeaton gave television interviews that were broadcast worldwide, and over the following months he was invited to meet a number of senior political figures including the Prime Minister and the New York City Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg. His awards included the CNN Everyday Superhero Award, a Daily Mirror Pride of Britain Award, and a Queen’s Gallantry Medal.

A year later reports began to circulate in the national press that Smeaton’s involvement in the incident had been exaggerated and that others who had done more to restrain the attackers had not been recognised with awards such as the Queen’s Gallantry Medal. Smeaton was branded a fake and found himself on the receiving end of negative media attention. Interviewed five years after the incident, he described the impact of being assigned a hero label:

It was absolutely crazy. I just did what I thought I had to do . . . . I went to help the police officer. Before I knew it, I am thrust into the limelight. I had everybody chasing after me. To be honest, I didn’t know what way to turn, what to do . . . . It was very difficult. I am a normal guy, and all of a sudden I am on the front page of newspapers, on international news programmes. You don’t know which way to turn. It was unbelievable. (BBC News, 2008)

Heroism as Resistance to Terrorism

A symbolic aspect of Smeaton’s heroism was the sense that his actions not only thwarted a violent act but spoke for the wider public, nationally and internationally, in resisting the fear and threat generated by terrorism. In a television news interview days after the incident, watched by millions around the world, a journalist asked him what message he would give to any future terrorist who tried to launch an attack. Smeaton replied:

They can try and come to Britain, and they’ll try and disrupt us any way they want, but the British people have been under a lot worse things than this and we always stand proud and (if) you come to Glasgow, Glasgow doesn’t accept this, do you know what I mean, this is Glasgow, you know, so we’ll set about you. (STV Glasgow, 2007)

In this setting, heroism represented resilience and defiance against the threat and vulnerability caused by international terrorism. Perhaps faith in the power of heroes in the face of violent and traumatic scenes affirms the social belief that goodness and goodwill will prevail over threats to safety and social harmony. The need to identify people as heroes may be an unconscious response to the sense of collective threat posed by the terrorists and a need to affirm the belief that most people are good, rather than bad, in a world that really is a safe place most of the time.
While at its roots there have been political connotations attached to legends of heroism and personality cults, equating heroic spontaneous reactions with political resistance to terrorism may be confusing. Similarly in defining heroism, there is an important distinction to be made between suffering injury during disaster and taking explicit actions to save the lives of others as an incident unfolds. It becomes problematic if survival becomes a reason to call someone a hero.

In the days after the Boston bombings, 2013, some media reports applied the hero label more generally to people present at the scene as victims, bystanders, and responders. The term seemed to be liberally used to distinguish between non-perpetrators and those who perpetrated the deliberate act of violence. The inference here was that heroism is associated with innocence and with resistance to evil and the terrorists’ intention.

One seriously injured survivor, Jeff Bauman, attracted extensive media attention for his heroism that has been associated both with surviving and with trying to help the authorities identify the perpetrators by giving them a description:

“We’re just so proud of him, said his boss Kevin Horst. We do consider him a hero, both for what he did for law enforcement, whatever role he played in that, but more importantly, he’s a hero for how he’s handling this time. He’s got such a great attitude. (WCVB, 2013)

The local news media reported how the Boston bombing hero was receiving dozens of letters each day from people moved by his story. His colleagues created Team Bauman T-shirts, and one news report stated that he had received more than $600,000 in donations for his medical bills over the previous week (Peterson, 2013).

**Everyone’s a Hero, But Some are More Heroic Than Others**

In the immediate aftermath of the Boston bombings, much media focus was on identifying and detaining the perpetrators, and so it is understandable that efforts to assist the authorities were greatly appreciated within the wider community. Loosely aligning notions of heroism to crime reporting in these circumstances, however, is unhelpful because, again, it blurs distinctions in this case between acts of genuine self-sacrifice and civic duty. Furthermore, it makes the decision to formally recognise truly heroic behaviour more difficult since everyone involved may potentially be identified as a hero.

Alternatively, calling everyone caught up in or responding to disaster a hero may be an attractive prospect for some people since it prevents differentiation and the idea of some heroes being singled out by the media as being more heroic than others. John Smeaton, for example, later acknowledged that others too had acted bravely during the Glasgow attack, not just him, adding: “They all should be recognised for their efforts and behaviour instead of debating who did the most. It should not be turned into a competition.” (Fraser, 2012)

Another example of this sentiment was displayed by Thomas Barrett, a patrolman in the Boston Police described by Time Magazine as A Hero Among Heroes for acting on his instinct and training in assisting injured people in the bombings. Barrett’s response to the attribution reflected the instinct to label everyone involved as heroes, not just himself, as Time Magazine reported:

“It’s a moment of valour he won’t soon forget. Barrett borrows a quote about a character from Stephen Ambrose’s Band of Brothers to describe the experience: “His grandson asked him if he was a hero in the war,” and he said, “No, I wasn’t. But I served in the company of heroes.” Last Monday, Barrett thought similarly. “That day, everybody from my station was a hero. Everybody from the police department was a hero. And at that point, everybody in the city was a hero.” (Katz, 2013)

**The Costs of Heroism: Intrusion and Survivor Guilt**

Today disaster scenes are beamed into our living rooms, including breaking news stories covering every aspect of the unfolding drama. More than ever before, disasters have become public events in the sense of actions, reactions, and behavioural responses being captured, recorded, reviewed, and replayed through social and other media. The cost of this may be unwanted intrusions into privacy. For some people caught up in this media analysis, enduring coverage renders them unable to escape public attention, exposure, and scrutiny. This attention may be all the more unwelcome during particularly sensitive times such as the fraught emotional aftermath of a traumatic experience.

It is not unusual for those to whom the hero label is attributed to express reluctance and to resist or deflect media attention. Associating their actions with implications of extraordinary qualities and goodness may feel inappropriate or unfair. Examples of this reaction following the Boston bombing include the following:

- A man photographed carrying a woman to safety after the explosions who, when interviewed, said: “While I appreciate the interest in hearing our perspective on today’s horrific events, the spotlight should remain firmly on the countless individuals — first responders, medics, EMTs, runners who crossed the finish line and kept on running straight to give blood, and the countless civilians — who did whatever they could to save lives. They were the true heroes.” (NBC News, 2013)
• An active-duty service member was photographed wrapping the red shirt he wore during the Marathon around the bloody leg of a man at the blast site. His reluctance to be identified led to his being referred to as “the man who gave the shirt off his back.” (NBC News, 2013)

Focusing on heroism can distract from the true horrors of confronting mass death and injury. Meanwhile for those whose natural instinct and reaction during disaster was to save themselves and flee from danger, notions of heroism may later feed powerful reactions of survivor guilt. Writing a few weeks after the Boston bombing, journalist Beth Teitell (2013) recorded how, since the attack, many of the wounded have shared their stories with the public. But, she adds, “In private, some uncounted number of runners and spectators are suffering from feelings of intense guilt because when violence struck, they didn’t dash in to help. Instead, they made sure their own loved ones were safe amid the harrowing chaos — or fled the danger to make sure they would survive to care for their families.”

Teitell interviewed Jane Blansfield Finch, a clinical social worker and Red Cross volunteer, about people’s reactions. Finch suggested that even though many anointed as heroes said they did not deserve the honour, the public veneration of those who jump to help in a disaster serves a greater purpose because it encourages altruism. At the same time she acknowledged that there is a downside: “It puts pressure on people to think, ‘If I’m not out there helping strangers, am I worthwhile?” (Teitell, 2013)

Emergency Service Responders as Heroes

For members of the emergency services, there can be a strong sense that risk-taking comes with the job; but the exceptional conditions associated with disaster response and recovery has particular implications, both for their role and subsequent recognition of their actions in relation to heroism. When emergency responders become identified as disaster heroes, stories highlighting their personal circumstances and subsequent lives are invariably newsworthy, especially if they can be linked to a salacious or sensationalist storyline (e.g., Camber, 2011; Stritof, S. & Stritof, B. 2013). Unsurprisingly, for example, much media coverage was given internationally to Bryce Reed, the paramedic first hailed a hero for helping save victims of the fertiliser plant explosion in West, Texas, and later charged with the federal charge of possessing an explosive device. Just like the morning of September 11, brave Oklahoma firefighters, medical personnel, and police officers risked their lives by going into a burning, unstable building in selfless acts of heroism [emphasis added] to rescue survivors. Indeed, one first responder gave the ultimate sacrifice in an effort to rescue survivors, becoming one of the 168 casualties of the bomb. (Coats, 2011)

After the explosion at the fertiliser plant in West, Texas, in April, 2013, where 11 of the 14 fatalities were firefighters, the news media made specific reference to the fact that most of the deaths were first responders and, as with other disasters where multiple members of the emergency services are killed, the mourning rituals and memorials received special media coverage (Fernandez, 2013). In an article entitled “Heroes in West, Texas, explosion honoured,” USA Today reported on President Obama travelling to the town to speak at the memorial service for those killed in the explosion and ordering flags at government building to be lowered to half-mast in honour of the victims (USA Today, 2013).

Heroism, Common Sense, and Common Safety

If heroism is about exceptional or extraordinary behaviour, should it be applied to the ordinary work of members of the emergency services? Clearly, distinctions are made between the usual and exceptional work
of emergency responders when bravery awards are given to recognise particular acts of merit as opposed to actions that are more run of the mill. Notions of heroism as reflecting moral virtue also raise important questions about what kinds of attitudes and behaviours are right, appropriate, and desirable in those exceptional environments where many lives are at risk or in situations where the lives of some may be put at greater risk through potential life-saving actions for others. Such questions fall within the remit of health and safety law and practice, but there are broader philosophical and practical issues to consider: “There is (also) a need to stimulate a debate about risk in society to ensure that everyone has a much better understanding of risk and its management” (Lofstedt, 2011, p. 6).

In the UK, discussions about heroism in the emergency services have been prompted by just such a debate and developments in health and safety. In 2010 the UK Government commissioned a review by Lord Young of the operation of health and safety laws (HM Government, 2010). While the driver was to reduce bureaucracy, confusion, and fears of an increasingly litigious compensation culture, the review also focussed on activities of members of the emergency services and the implications for acts of heroism. It outlined the responsibility of employees under health and safety legislation to take reasonable care of themselves and others, but added that the nature of jobs within the emergency services means individuals may occasionally put themselves at risk to save the life of someone else. Where this happens, stated the report, the last thing that should be contemplated is a prosecution for noncompliance with health and safety legislation. Lord Young stated: “Where an unfortunate incident occurs and an officer puts him or herself at risk in the line of their duty to protect the public, I take the view that it would not be in the public interest to take action and investigate under health and safety laws” (p. 35). However, Lord Young also recognised that there was some ambiguity in such cases and a need for greater certainty in this important area. Indeed, this is illustrated in his comments further on in the report:

> It is important to recognise that individuals have personal choices to make and they may choose not to put themselves at unreasonable risk. However, those officers who go the extra mile and put themselves in harm’s way to protect the public should continue to be recognised and rewarded for their bravery. (p. 36)

The report thus recommended that “police officers and fire-fighters should not be at risk of investigation or prosecution under health and safety legislation when engaged in the course of their duties if they have put themselves at risk as a result of committing a heroic act” (HM Government, p. 36) and invited the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), the Association of Chief Police Officers, and Crown Prosecution Service to consider further guidance to put this into effect.

### Balancing Operational and Health and Safety Duties

This focus on risk, health, and safety within emergency response came at a significant moment in the UK. In the preceding years, the challenging nature and extremely dangerous environments in which firefighters and other emergency responders have to work had been highlighted by a series of serious and fatal incidents that had exposed emergency responders to personal risk in the course of their attempts to rescue victims. At the same time, the actions and risk assessments of responders were coming under some criticism by investigators, the media, and the public, including bereaved families. The incidents and investigations included the following:

- **The London bombings, 2005**, which killed 52 people and 4 terrorists, and where the response of the emergency services was reviewed and critiqued both through the inquest and a review by the London Assembly (Greater London Authority, 2006).

- **The death of a woman trapped in a mine shaft in 2008** whose rescue was inhibited for over six hours. The fatal accident inquiry concluded Mrs. Hume may have lived if emergency services — and the fire service in particular — had removed her sooner. The sheriff’s ruling criticised procedural failings that led to the delay and said senior officers on the scene “rigidly stood by their operational guidelines.” (Carrell, 2011; BBC News, March 29, 2012)

- **The Cumbria shootings, 2010**, in which 12 members of the public lost their lives and a further 11 people were seriously injured. A peer review of the emergency response by the Assistant Chief Constable of West Mercia Police concluded that there were differing “risk thresholds” between the services and that the interoperability between the police and ambulance service needed to be improved (Chesterman, 2011).

- **A fatal fire at a warehouse in Warwickshire, 2007**, where four firefighters lost their lives. Warwickshire County Council was fined £30,000 after pleading guilty to a health and safety charge. Three fire service managers were prosecuted for manslaughter by gross negligence. After all were found not guilty, the Chief Fire Officer condemned the decision to press criminal charges against them (BBC News, December 7, 2012).

As a result of these and other incidents, the HSE began working with senior leaders of the police and fire services to clarify a number of complex and
interrelated issues. Their aim was to avoid a risk-averse culture, provide mechanisms for ensuring early and wide learning from incidents, and set out the expectations of the services in relation to the management of dynamic and often dangerous situations.

**Redefining Heroic Acts of Emergency Responders**

Endorsing the recommendations of the Young Report (HM Government, 2010), the HSE, Association of Chief Police Officers, police authorities, and fire and rescue authorities worked together to identify how a balance could be struck between high-risk operational duties and the health and safety of themselves and others. The result has been the issuing of statements and further guidance for both the police services and the fire and rescue authorities clarifying the balance between operational and health and safety duties in the emergency services and clarifying the meaning and consequences of acts deemed heroic (HSE 2009; HSE 2010).

In relation to the Fire Service, for example, the HSE has clarified its interpretation and actions relating to “heroism.” The HSE will view the actions of individual fire-fighters as heroic when:

- it is clear that they have decided to act entirely of their own volition,
- they have put themselves at risk to protect the public or colleagues, and
- the individuals’ actions were not likely to have put other officers or members of the public at serious risk.

In the event of the HSE being notified of a serious incident, inspectors may need to make initial enquiries about the nature of the incident and may need to conduct an investigation of the Fire Service’s operational arrangements and management of health and safety. If during this investigation it becomes clear, however, that the incident involved an act of heroism by individual firefighters, then the HSE will not investigate the actions of the individuals in order to take any action against them (HSE, 2010).

**Concluding Comments**

There is likely to be much interest in the UK in the application of this guidance in the event of it having to be applied following future emergencies and disasters. More broadly, and with reference to the themes explored in this paper, members of the UK emergency services and the wider public might benefit from a more informed understanding and debate about the meaning and implications of notions of heroism, particularly in the context of extreme events.

In the United States (US) too, where a different cultural and legal environment exists for considering issues around notions of heroism, litigation, and health and safety, guidance exists (International Association of Fire Fighters [IAFF]/National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health [NIOSH], 2013) and further debate has begun about the context and consequences of heroism, the actions of emergency responders, and the implications of their actions both on families and responders themselves (Nicol, 2013). Ultimately, such reflections may also contribute to our thinking and expectations around good, worthy, and commendable behaviour in more ordinary circumstances.

The characteristic of genuine heroism is its persistency. All men have wandering impulses, fits and starts of generosity. But when you have resolved to be great, abide by yourself, and do not weakly try to reconcile yourself with the world. The heroic cannot be the common, nor the common the heroic. (Emerson, 1841)
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Do Current Fire-Service Issues Offer Political and Operational Leadership Challenges?

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to share the results of a survey taken of metropolitan fire chiefs in 2013 and to demonstrate how the solutions to the challenges/issues they raise can be both operational and political in nature. The paper also provides guidance to fire-service leaders concerning the potential of elevating their individual and collective effectiveness in the political arena.
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Introduction

In 2013, I conducted a survey involving a group of fire chiefs who currently manage metropolitan fire departments in the United States. The departments selected for the survey were literally located from east coast to west coast and from north to south. The fire chiefs were each asked to respond to just the following two questions:

1. What do you think is the most significant challenge facing your fire department through 2015?
2. What do you think is the most significant challenge facing the fire service on a national basis through 2015?

It was a rather simple and straightforward survey, but even still, I was somewhat surprised, and very happy, when I achieved a 100% rate of return.

As I should have expected, a theme emerged in the survey responses. It is interesting that each of the challenges identified by the fire chiefs has both political and operational solutions. However, if the fire chiefs take an either/or approach (political or operational) to the issues, utilizing one approach without the other, they will most probably be limited in their capabilities to address their issues effectively. Some of the challenges identified by the respondents (fire chiefs) as local in nature were identified as national challenges by other fire chiefs who responded. The following section lists the primary challenges identified collectively by the survey respondents, listed without regard to local or national categories. In reality, most of the issues are both locally and nationally significant to the fire service anyway. For purposes of this article, the challenges raised by these fire chiefs are not listed in any order or priority. These challenges/issues are followed by basic leadership strategies that might increase the influence of fire-service leaders in the political arena.

2013–2015 Fire-Department and Fire-Service Challenges

- **Understanding the Patient Protection Affordable Health Care Act (PPACA) and its impact on fire-service-based emergency medical services (EMS) systems** — This challenge includes the importance of positioning the fire service as a resource and an important player in health-care reform as the PPACA is fully phased in and implemented.

- **Enhancing the effectiveness of fire-service-based EMS service-delivery systems overall** — Especially important is how they relate to various social-services aspects of EMS call volumes.

- **Better educating the public and policymakers about the current and future roles of the fire service in overall public safety** — The fire service has morphed into an all-hazards emergency-services organization; and many elected officials and members of the general public are not aware of the full menu of services provided.

- **Addressing collectively issues related to the image of the fire service and firefighters** — This challenge includes understanding the political climate and how it has motivated policy and legislative actions relating to pay, pensions, and other benefits. Responding to these (often politically motivated) accusations is not simply a responsibility of labor. The credibility of firefighters, fire departments, and even the fire service as a whole could be at stake moving forward.

- **Meeting the overall day-to-day firefighter safety, staffing, training, and customer-service requirements of managing a fire department in
a rapidly changing governmental climate — With the pressures of increased expectations placed on fire departments, coupled with what has been a declining economy since 2008, meeting day-to-day organizational requirements have become very difficult. Managing heightened (and sometimes unrealistic) expectations placed upon fire chiefs and fire departments, both internally and externally, have become more challenging.

• Recognizing that the longevity of metropolitan fire chiefs has been shortened — With this reality, fire departments now face the challenge of transitioning to a new fire chief more frequently than in the past, while at the same time maintaining department morale and organizational focus. This situation creates political and functional challenges that can make it difficult for the organization to consistently function at a high level as well as for a fire chief trying to implement necessary changes.

• Recognizing the challenges of dealing with local budgets, while simultaneously being threatened by reductions in funding for federal grant programs — Reducing federal public-safety grant funding, while assuming that local governments will simply absorb the ongoing financial support of those lost resources or programs, may not be financially practical or possible.

• Embracing the realization that the labor/management relationships within a fire department can, perhaps more than ever before, dictate the organization’s ability to deliver quality service, while also adequately supporting the members who are trying to provide that service

• Recognizing the challenge for fire departments to create a different and better path forward as the economy continues its recovery — This challenge will include realizing that political support to simply reinstate the fire department to where it was prerecession may be lacking.

• Replacing the infrastructure needs of fire departments — Since the economic downturn began, many fire departments have not been able to replace worn apparatus, equipment, facilities, communications systems, etc. In order to save money, decisions were made to retain these resources long after they should have been replaced. This payment is coming due; and creating an acceptable plan to recover from the past, and then go forward, could be challenging to fund and implement.

• Communicating and selling the need for an adequate fire-suppression force when data indicate that the frequency of its use is declining — Fire deaths in many large cities have declined considerably over the years and might continue to do so. A significant challenge for fire departments is that no matter what the frequency of fire-related emergencies, an adequate fire-suppression response is critical to the safety of the public and firefighters. Addressing this issue might be especially difficult for fire departments that have not embraced and integrated EMS, hazardous materials responses, technical rescue, fire prevention, and all-risk public education as regular duties of their firefighters.

Effective Leadership Can Equal to Political Influence

The fire service must place a high priority on institutionalizing its political influence at all levels of government — local, state/regional, and national. Most, if not all, of the resources a fire department receives to function will come as a result of the votes of elected officials serving at some level of government. Without political support, a fire department may lack the basic resources necessary to function effectively and safely. Fire-service leaders must possess the political acumen to engage in processes necessary to achieve the goals of the organization and maintain the public’s safety.

The public image of the fire service is critical to the overall success of fire departments. The conduct and performance of fire-service members can be helpful or hurtful to that image. Time and again, the traditional media and social media contain information about fire departments and firefighters that is shared with the general public. That information can be a very positive thing, and most often is, but sometimes the reports cover behavior and/or performance that put the fire department in a bad light.

It is important that the fire service is viewed by the public as an active community participant in ways that are mission related, being involved in community decisions, and being supported by community leaders. There are many ways these goals can be accomplished, and most involve some level of activism by members of the fire department. The most obvious way for fire-department leaders to be viewed as community leaders is to engage in activities and organizations that attract other community leaders to their endeavors. Communications with elected officials, agency heads, and staff should be a priority for fire-department leaders. Interaction with schools, service on boards, commissions, and associations, as well as participation in cross-functional planning sessions, should be priorities for fire departments. The fire service simply should not isolate itself in a public-policy arena that encourages partnerships, coalitions, and positive relationships with others. Integrating fire-service leaders into the public-leadership arena helps over time to validate the fire service as a leader in the eyes of its partners.

Fire-service leaders should strive to serve as trusted advisors to elected officials and their staff members. When interacting within this environment, the trusted
advisor must always tell the truth and never be threatening. Emphasis should be placed on trying to build trusting and respectful relationships within the political arena. The professional staff of elected officials is important and influential. Staff members often conduct briefings with the elected officials and control access to them as well. It will pay great dividends to treat them accordingly.

It is important that the fire service as a whole support the Congressional Fire Services Institute (CFSI) in Washington, DC. This organization works in support of a number of fire-service issues and federal legislation each year. To be effective, they need the resources necessary to fill that role. Several national fire-service organizations have Government Affairs Directors who serve on the National Advisory Committee (NAC) of the CFSI. There are several ways that members of the fire service can provide the support necessary to ensure that the CFSI continues to function at a high level. Visiting www.cfsi.org will provide information on how to take advantage of those opportunities and a lot more.

Fire-service issues should never be framed as partisan issues — they are American issues. The fire service must be successful politically no matter what particular party is in power in the executive or legislative branches of government. Lacking respect for this reality can cause support for the fire service to swing up and down, depending on the outcome of elections each time they are conducted. The leadership of local fire departments, state-level organizations, and national fire-service associations make a significant difference in how the political process impacts the fire service at all levels of government. These leaders must always conduct themselves in a way that is in the best interest of the fire service.

Conclusion

The survey responses from the selected fire chiefs could use survey results to help formulate some of their education and training offerings in an effort to more effectively focus on the current challenges of fire chiefs and chief officers in general. Political effectiveness of fire-department leaders should also be among the critical subjects they address.

The political process drives many of the decisions that affect the fire service in significant ways. Putting emphasis on preparing fire-department leaders to effectively engage politically is important and must be considered a leadership requirement. These challenges and political strategies could actually form the foundation for a series of articles in years to come. The operational and political aspects of addressing the issues identified in this article will play major roles in the overall success of the fire service in both the short term and long term. Even though other major fire-service issues or challenges may emerge over the next few years, the input of these metro fire chiefs in identifying the current challenges is helpful, and it should provide the fire service with a degree of leadership guidance.
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Understanding and Preventing Sudden Cardiac Events in the Fire Service

Abstract

Approximately 90 United States (US) firefighters die in the line of duty each year. Sudden cardiac deaths (SCDs) are responsible for approximately 45% of all duty-related fatalities. Cardiovascular strain during fire fighting is evidenced by changes in cardiac, vascular, and coagulatory function. Increased cardiovascular strain can trigger sudden cardiac events in individuals with underlying cardiovascular disease (CVD). This paper presents data on cardiovascular strain, the interaction between underlying CVD and cardiovascular strain of fire fighting, and how this interaction is linked to SCD. Finally, the paper presents recommendations to prevent CVD deaths in the fire service.

Introduction

Firefighters perform strenuous physical work while wearing insulating personal protective equipment (PPE) under hot, hostile conditions. Asphyxiation and burn injuries are major concerns in the fire service, and policies and procedures and equipment advances have been adopted to ensure that the number of these fatalities is as low as possible. However, 45% of firefighter line-of-duty deaths are caused by sudden cardiac death (SCD) (Fahy, LeBlanc, & Molis, 2016), and there is far more that can be done to decrease these fatalities and the hundreds of nonfatal cardiac events. Additional information and more understanding are required to develop effective policies that help prevent SCD. A better understanding of the cardiovascular and physiological demands of fire fighting, as well as the underlying risk factors that contribute to cardiac death, will aid in the pursuit of reducing cardiovascular fatalities among firefighters.

The purpose of this paper is to (a) present data on the cardiovascular strain of fire fighting as evidenced by cardiac, vascular, and blood/coagulatory responses, (b) describe the medical causes of cardiovascular fatalities, (c) present a theoretical model of how fire fighting can trigger a cardiac event in an individual with underlying cardiovascular disease (CVD), and (d) discuss steps to prevent SCD among firefighters.

Acute Cardiovascular Strain of Fire Fighting

It is well established scientifically and well known experientially that fire fighting causes cardiovascular strain. Intuitively, most people accept that the cardiovascular strain caused by fire fighting can lead to fatal cardiac events. Importantly, all firefighters experience cardiovascular strain when fighting a fire. However, most individuals recover from the stress of fire fighting without incident. In individuals with underlying CVD, however, the strain of fire fighting may trigger an acute cardiovascular event.

Firefighters wear heavy PPE and perform strenuous activities such as forcible entry, hose advancement, search and rescue, and ventilation in elevated temperatures. Thus, it is no surprise that fire fighting causes cardiovascular strain. While most firefighters know that fire fighting leads to elevated temperatures and high heart rates, few know of other cardiovascular changes that may have important implications for their health and safety. This paper reviews research that characterizes the effect of fire fighting in all components of the cardiovascular system: the heart, vessels, and blood (see Figure 1, p. 52).

Fire fighting results in elevated heart rate and blood pressure. As core temperature rises, heart rate continues to increase and may remain elevated even during rest periods. In order to better characterize cardiac responses to fire fighting, a full echocardiographic examination was performed before and after a 3-hour training period, consisting of multiple 12- to 15-minute evolutions. Findings show that the training activity resulted in a 13% reduction in stroke volume (Fernhall, Fahs, Horn, Rowland, & Smith, 2012), which was accompanied by significant reductions in left ventricular diastolic size and volume, left ventricular shortening fraction, and ejection time. All of these findings suggest impaired contractile function of the heart. Furthermore, we found a decrease in blood-flow velocities through the mitral valve that suggests impaired diastolic function, indicating that the ventricle was not relaxing completely during diastole to permit optimal filling. This study suggests that heart function is greatly affected by fire-fighting activity.
Fire fighting also affects the vasculature system. During the same study referenced earlier (Fernhall et al., 2012), findings show that after 3 hours of fire training, aortic stiffness and forearm blood flow increased. The fact that blood flow increases is certainly consistent with the need to deliver more blood flow to the working muscle and the skin in an attempt to dissipate heat. However, the increase in aortic stiffness was an unexpected finding that may suggest that some vessels will experience increased pressure or decreased blood flow. Additional research is needed to fully understand the implications of this finding.

Horn et al. (2011) evaluated the effect of fire-fighting activity on vascular and central hemodynamic functions. After 18 minutes of fire fighting, rate-pressure product (RPP), a measure of myocardial work, significantly increased and rapidly decreased to prefire-fighting levels within the first 30 minutes of recovery. In contrast, the subendocardial viability ratio, an indicator of myocardial oxygen perfusion, significantly decreased and slowly returned to baseline levels between 30–90 minutes after fire fighting. These findings suggest a myocardial oxygen supply-demand mismatch during the recovery period, which could lead to ischemic events in firefighters with underlying disease.

Fire fighting also leads to important changes in the blood; specifically in coagulatory function. For example, the effects of fire-fighting activities on platelets, coagulation (blood clotting), and coagulation breakdown were evaluated before and up to 2 hours after completing fire-fighting activities. Platelet number and activity increased following fire-fighting activity. Furthermore, aPTT, a global measure of coagulation, increased immediately postfire fighting and remained elevated during 2 hours of recovery (Smith et al., 2014).

These findings are clinically significant because they indicate that fire fighting promotes a hypercoagulatory state that may persist for several hours after fire fighting. Elevated coagulation results in a prothrombotic state, increasing the likelihood of thrombus formation, which may lead to arterial occlusion and ischemia and/or a fatal arrhythmia.

As summarized in Figure 2, our research convincingly demonstrates that fire fighting causes significant cardiovascular strain. The strenuous physical work, heat stress, and PPE worn by firefighters greatly affect all components of the cardiovascular system, including the heart, the vessels, and the blood (Smith, DeBlois, Kales, & Horn, 2016). In individuals with underlying cardiovascular disease, these changes increase the likelihood of a sudden cardiac event.

Medical Cause of Sudden Cardiac Events

There are numerous cardiovascular diseases that can result in death. However, when considering sudden cardiac events, the majority of events are caused by myocardial infarction (heart attack) or ventricular arrhythmia. While there is a strong tendency to believe that heart attacks are responsible for most deaths, the data suggest that both heart attacks and arrhythmias are important causes of death in the general population and in the fire service. Importantly, underlying changes in coronary vessels (coronary heart disease) and structural changes to the heart (cardiomegaly and left ventricular hypertrophy) are associated with increased risk of suffering a sudden cardiac event.

Atherosclerosis, characterized by atherosclerotic plaque accumulation within arteries, leads to coronary heart disease (CHD). Increased atherosclerotic plaque progressively narrows arteries (causing stenosis), which leads to ischemia and causes angina as the ability to deliver oxygen to the heart is impaired. During increased cardiovascular stress, such as fire fighting, plaque rupture can occur, leading to clot formation and a myocardial infarction. The ischemia produced by narrowing of the arteries can also increase the likelihood of arrhythmias, especially in the presence of structural heart changes such as cardiomegaly and left ventricular hypertrophy.

Cardiomegaly (enlarged heart) and left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) or increased left ventricular mass, are structural abnormalities that increase the risk of SCD, particularly the risk of experiencing an arrhythmia. Furthermore, the increased risk is independent of nonmodifiable risk factors of coronary heart disease such as age and gender (Verdecchia et al., 2001; Schillaci, Verdecchia, Reboldi, Pede, & Porcellati, 2000; Casale et al., 1986). LVH is strongly associated with hypertension, obesity, coronary artery disease, and obstructive sleep apnea (Levy, Garrison, Savage, Kannel, & Castelli, 1990; Haider, Larson, Benjamin, & Levy, 1998; Hedner, Eknell, & Caidahl, 1990). LVH has been shown to predict cardiovascular morbidity.
and mortality in many general population studies. In a study examining firefighter duty-related CHD deaths, 76% of fatalities had evidence of LVH (Kales, Soteriades, Christoudias, & Christiani, 2003). Additionally, in young firefighters under the age of 45, 66% of cardiac fatality cases had evidence of cardiomegaly (Yang et al., 2013). These studies provide evidence that cardiomegaly/left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) play a critical role in CVD events in the fire service.

Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors in Firefighters

The cardiovascular strain associated with fire fighting is strongly influenced by the characteristics of each firefighter, most notably his or her health status and fitness profile. Underlying CVD increases cardiovascular strain and greatly increases the risk of a cardiovascular event. In contrast, a high fitness level results in less cardiovascular strain and a shorter recovery for a given amount of work and a decreased risk of a fatal CHD event compared with a low fitness level (Kodama et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2011).

Unfortunately, research indicates that there is a high prevalence of CVD risk factors among firefighters and that many firefighters do not meet the recommended fitness level to safely perform essential fire-fighting tasks. Specifically, research shows the following risk factors:

a. **Hypertension** — Fifteen to 40% of firefighters have high resting blood pressure (Posten, Haddock, Jahnke, Jitnarin, & Day, 2013; Baur, Christophi, & Kales, 2012; Soteriades, Kales, Liarokapis, & Christiani, 2003) and greater than 50% of firefighters have prehypertension (Soteriades et al., 2003; Fahs et al., 2009).

b. **Cholesterol** — Greater than 20% of firefighters have high serum cholesterol (Donovan et al., 2009; Soteriades et al., 2002).

c. **Overweight and Obesity** — More than 50% of firefighters are overweight and an additional 20 to 30% are obese (Poston, Jitnarin, Haddock, Jahnke, & Day, 2014; Baur, Christophi, & Kales, 2012; Choi et al., 2016; Fahs et al., 2009).

d. **Smoking** — Approximately 15% of firefighters are current smokers (Haddock, Jitnarin, Poston, Tuley, & Jahnke, 2011).

e. **Physical Fitness** — Many firefighters do not meet the minimum recommended aerobic fitness level (12 metabolic equivalents) to safely perform essential tasks on the fireground (Baur, Lieba, Christophi, & Kales, 2012; Durand et al., 2011).

Several studies have clearly shown that SCD occurs primarily in firefighters who have an excess of CVD risk factors and some form of underlying CVD (Kales et al., 2003; Geibe et al., 2008; Holder, Stallings, Peebles, Burress, & Kales, 2006). Table 1, p. 54 summarizes research documenting the relative risk of on-duty firefighter CHD fatalities by CVD risk factor (Kales et al., 2003).

The odds of CHD duty-related death for obese firefighters are approximately 3 times greater than those of non-obese firefighters. Obesity is also associated with elevated risks of job-related disability and non-CHD retirement. Between 40 and 50% of firefighters who suffered a duty-related CHD death were smokers, and current smoking is associated with almost a ninefold increase in risk of duty-related death compared with nonsmoking (Kales et al., 2003). Among the modifiable CVD risk factors, hypertension is associated with the greatest increased risk of duty-related death, with hypertensive firefighters having a 12-fold increased risk of duty-related cardiac death. Importantly, hypertension plays a key role in structural damage to the vessels with CHD and in causing structural changes to the heart (cardiomegaly and

---

**Figure 2. The Cardiac, Vascular, and Blood/Coagulatory Responses to Fire-Fighting Activity.**

- **Cardiac**
  - ↑ Heart Rate
  - ↑ Cardiac Work
  - ↓ Stroke Volume/Ejection Fraction
  - ↓ Diastolic Filling

- **Vascular**
  - ↑ Arterial Stiffness
  - ↑ Muscle & Skin Blood Flow

- **Blood/Coagulatory**
  - ↓ Plasma Volume
  - ↑ Platelet Number & Function
  - ↓ Coagulatory Potential
The risk of duty-related CHD death increases by threefold to 12-fold for major CVD risk factors; however, the strongest predictor of CHD-related death is a prior diagnosis of CHD (based on peripheral artery disease, carotid stenosis, and history of thrombotic stroke or transient ischemic attack), which increases risk by 35-fold. While only 1% of career firefighters and 9% of volunteers have established CHD, 31% of firefighters who experienced fatal CHD events had previously established disease (Soteriades, Smith, Tsismenakis, Baur, & Kales, 2011).

### Table 1. Risk of Duty-Related Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) Death by Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) Risk Factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factors</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current smoking</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior diagnosis of CHD</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMI: Body mass index  
CHD: Coronary heart disease  
Odds ratio represents the likelihood that an outcome will occur (here, cardiac fatality) given a particular exposure (here, a cardiovascular disease risk factor). Modified from Kales et al., 2003.

### Triggering Sudden Cardiac Events During Fire Fighting

Occupational stressors associated with fire fighting can be divided into three broad categories: (1) physical, (2) emotional, and (3) environmental. The physical stress associated with fire fighting includes the performance of strenuous static and dynamic muscular work and aerobic exertion while wearing heavy, encapsulating PPE. Fire-fighting activities result in elevated oxygen consumption (over 40 mL·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) (National Fire Protection Association® [NFPA®], 2013) and elevated blood pressure (Feairheller, 2015) and cardiac work (Fernhall et al., 2012). The release of catecholamines, resulting in increased sympathetic nervous system activity, helps coordinate the body’s response to fire fighting. Activation of the sympathetic nervous system can be attributed to emotional stress signaled by the sounding of an alarm and can last throughout fire-fighting duties (Kales, Soteriades, Christophi, & Christiani, 2007).

Emotional stress can be further augmented by the constantly shifting dangerous-to-life-and-health environment. Environmental stress, such as the presence of fire heat, smoke/reduced visibility, and toxic particulate matter, can further add to a firefighter’s emotional stress. The fire environment can result in rapid rises in core temperature (Horn, Blevins, Fernhall, & Smith, 2013), severe dehydration (Horn, DeBlois, Shalmyeva, & Smith, 2012), and exposure to smoke particulates that can negatively affect a firefighter’s physiology (Mittleman, 2007).

These occupational stressors do not function independently. Rather, physical, emotional, and environmental stressors interact to provoke or trigger sudden cardiac events in susceptible firefighters. In fact, more than 30% of cardiovascular line-of-duty deaths within the fire service occur during fire-suppression activities, despite the fact that this duty comprises only 1 to 5% of annual working time (Kales et al., 2007). This factor suggests that the risk of suffering from sudden cardiac death during fire-suppression duties is nearly 50 times that of station duties.

### Theoretical Model for Sudden Cardiac Events in the Fire Service

The cardiovascular strain of fire fighting discussed in the previous section interacts with an underlying cardiovascular disease state to precipitate sudden cardiac death in susceptible individuals (Smith, DeBlois, & Kales, 2014). Health behaviors, such as a healthy diet, adequate sleep, and moderate alcohol consumption, interact with cardiovascular disease risk factors (sedentary lifestyle, obesity, elevated cholesterol, etc.) to affect CVD progression, which can develop over several years or decades. Over time, unhealthy behaviors and excessive CVD risk factors can result in CVD. CVD may produce symptoms, such as angina or shortness of breath, or may be completely asymptomatic. The cardiovascular strain of fire fighting can lead to plaque rupture and thrombus formation, precipitating a myocardial infarction, or it may lead to ischemia that triggers a fatal or nonfatal arrhythmia.

As illustrated in Figure 3, SCD in firefighters occurs because of a complex interaction between health behaviors and CVD risk factors, underlying CVD state, and the acute stress of fire fighting. CVD develops over many years, even decades, and this disease progression is influenced both positively and negatively by health behaviors. As disease progresses, it results in (1) subclinical CVD (detected or undetected), which manifests as coronary heart disease (CHD) with plaque buildup in the arteries; (2) hypertensive heart disease, which is characterized by enlargement of the heart; or (3) a combination of both coronary atherosclerosis and structural heart changes. In the presence of chronic underlying disease, the cardiovascular strain associated with fire fighting may lead to an acute sudden cardiac event, either due to thrombus formation or arrhythmia.

### Mitigating Sudden Cardiac Death in the Fire Service

Several discrete steps that fire service leaders can take to decrease the risk of SCD among firefighters are as follows:
1. **Ban Smoking** — Smoking greatly increases the risk of SCD as well as being a cause of cancer and respiratory disease. The fire service should completely ban smoking and tobacco products.

2. **Adopt and Implement Wellness/Fitness Programs** — A comprehensive wellness program includes fitness programming, nutrition, injury prevention, and behavioral health services. Implementing a wellness/fitness initiative will improve firefighters' overall health and physical fitness profiles, reduce CVD risk factors, and decrease cardiovascular (CV) events. Regular physical activity, a healthy diet, and adequate sleep are necessary to ensure firefighters are prepared for the physical, emotional, and environmental stressors they encounter on the job. A wellness/fitness initiative is an important step to address modifiable risk factors associated with SCD, including obesity, hypertension, high serum cholesterol, and Type 2 diabetes.

3. **Require Annual Medical Evaluations and Return to Work Evaluations by Physicians Familiar with Physiological Strain of Fire Fighting** — Annual medical evaluations provide an opportunity to identify firefighters in need of risk reduction before an adverse event can occur. Counseling and aggressive treatment of CVD risk factors could delay or prevent the development of CVD. Paying particular attention to modifiable risk factors (cholesterol, blood pressure, smoking, etc.), firefighters who are most susceptible to cardiac events should undergo screenings to diagnose subclinical or overt CVD.

4. **Seek Medical Attention for Symptoms of a Heart Attack** — Most firefighters know the symptoms of a heart attack, and yet, far too often these signs are ignored. If a firefighter experiences chest pain, shortness of breath, or unexplained fatigue, she or he should seek medical attention.

**Conclusions**

Fire fighting involves strenuous work, results in activation of the sympathetic activation response (adrenaline release), and occurs in severe environmental conditions. The combination of physical, emotional, and environmental stressors results in considerable cardiovascular strain. Research has shown that all components of the cardiovascular system are greatly affected by fire fighting. The theoretical model proposed in this paper is based on extensive research and proposes that in susceptible individuals with underlying heart disease (most often CHD and LVH), the cardiovascular strain associated with fire fighting may trigger a sudden cardiac event. The precise mechanisms causing a cardiovascular event may vary, depending upon the underlying disease state. Increases in cardiac demand may cause rupture of vulnerable plaque, resulting in occlusion of coronary arteries, and this event may be exacerbated by hypercoagulability that increases the risk of thrombotic (blood clotting) events. Ischemia (a lack of oxygen delivery) can also result in direct electrical and mechanical changes in the cardiac muscle, leading to fatal arrhythmias. Importantly, arrhythmias are much more likely to occur in an individual with structural...
changes in the heart, especially cardiomegaly and left ventricular hypertrophy. Hypertension and obesity are the strongest risk factors for structural heart changes. Structural changes in the heart seldom produce symptoms, thus many people with enlarged hearts are not aware of this condition. Exposure to environmental conditions (such as gaseous and particulate toxicants in smoke) may also increase susceptibility to arrhythmias (Dockery, 2001; Goldberg et al., 2001; Mittleman, 2007), particularly in those with LVH and other forms of cardiomegaly.

To help mitigate the cardiovascular strain in firefighters, the fire service should take the following steps:

1. Ban smoking.
2. Adopt and implement wellness/fitness programs.
3. Provide annual medical evaluations and return-to-work evaluations by a physician familiar with the stress of fire fighting.
4. Seek medical attention when a firefighter is experiencing symptoms of a heart attack.
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